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I.

Approval of Minutes from Nov 9 meeting
A. Motion, seconded, minutes approved

II.

Announcements
A. SGA Townhall on Diversity and Inclusion will be Wednesday, Dec. 1 at 7PM in
Galloway
B. Policy on Incomplete work – Gloria will resend for it to be considered at a future
meeting

III.

New Business
A. Extending the Covid Attendance policy (1 attachment)
i. Jill asked that we extend the current policy into spring 2022
ii. Discussion surrounding about the purpose of having this policy if we have
been living with this virus;
iii. It is a strategy for keeping the classroom safe
iv. We don’t want to encourage students coming to class with COVID
v. If there is a need for revision, the metrics team and the provost will create a
revised policy and share it with the committee
vi. Motion made, seconded, passed
B. Discussion surrounding attendance policy for students with accommodations
i. Tiffany provided clarification of the policy for the group
C. Divisional Exceptions: Ashley Kistler (1 attachment)
i. Ashley presented the list of exemption courses for rFLA courses.
ii. Ashley explained that the list was created to alleviate pressure in the rFLA
course scheduling.
iii. ANT 200, CHM 120, ENV 130 are the three changes
iv. BUS 233 was removed.
v. Ashley stated all department heads approved these changes.
vi. Motion made, seconded, passed unanimously
D. Holt School: Rob Sanders
i. Strategic communication proposal did not pass EC due to confusion on the
budget and the additional faculty line in the program; will be presented to EC
again in January
1. Graduate Certificate in Racial and Social Justice (1 attachment)

a. Graduate certificate programs are common in the graduate
world
b. Similar to a minor except students can study the specific
coursework to gain the certificate. This is not possible with a
minor.
c. Part of the Master in Liberal Studies program
d. Double counting of courses in Education and Counseling
programs with this certificate
e. Three courses are newly developed; courses will fulfill MLS
requirements;
f. Work with individual groups such as law enforcement,
schools, etc. to complete this certificate
g. Title of certificate may be off-putting or controversial to
some potential students; can be reconsidered in the future;
consider those suggestions provided by Hanover; Rob will
take this feedback to the committee.
h. Ensure safety for people involved in this program during the
current climate
i. Discussion surrounding the possibility of offering this at the
undergraduate level; goal is to offer this as a graduate
program because it could be completed independently,
outside traditional enrollment;
j. Discussion surrounding the educational level of potential
students and the requirement of holding a Bachelor’s degree.
k. Amendment to revise title from Racial and Social Justice to
Social Justice certificate made by Rochelle
l. Tiffany suggested that colleagues involved in offering this
certificate will “lose their shit” if the term Racial is removed
from the title; perhaps return to the certificate committee to
discuss the title and share curriculum committee’s support
but there are concerns about the title of the certificate
m. Zoe shared the lack of completion of graduate certificates in
this topic among law enforcement in the state of Florida.
n. Gloria questions if this certificate is a viable program at
Rollins.
o. Rob moves to table this topic so he can discuss our feedback
with colleagues involved in the proposal.
2. Undergraduate Major in Community Health (1 attachment)
a. Complement to Global Health and Public Health programs
b. 10 course major; Holt only program
c. Includes a line VAP line who will also serve as coordinator of
the program
d. How would teaching needs be met
i. VAP – 4 courses (fall) 4 courses (spring)
ii. There are courses in HSL program that satisfy the
requirements

iii. To meet course offerings there may be the occasional
overload for current faculty and/or the occasional
adjunct hire
e. Gloria asked about competitiveness about enrolling students
compared to vocational programs
f. Current program offerings create sufficient overlap that
library resources should satisfy student-learning needs.
g. Motion to approve and seconded; motion approved; one
abstention
E. ABACS: Michele Williams
1. Changes to The Master of Arts in Applied Behavior Analysis &
Clinical Science (1 attachment)
a. Michele presented on the removal of courses and provided
the info below
b. Remove the 4th credit hour from 12 courses. This change will
reduce the overall credit hours from 57 to 45.
c. This will not cause problems with SACS or our specific
accreditation because it will not change the time to
completion nor the delivery of the course content in any way.
d. Two other graduate programs at Rollins, MAC & MAT,
currently offer 3-credit hour courses, so there is precedent for
this change.
e. Our competitor institutions (UCF, FIT, USF, UWF,) offer
masters’ programs ranging from 38-48 credit hours, making
us an outlier and possibly discouraging potential applicants
who believe (incorrectly) we are also more expensive.
f. The program currently charges $652 per credit, while our
competitors charge around $662. Dropping from 57 to 45
could result in $7824 loss per student. However, I believe the
increased enrollment as a result of this change will offset that
loss. Additionally, we could increase the per credit hour cost
somewhat to help recoup some of that lost revenue while still
attracting more students to the program based on the
reduction of credit hours.
g. Will not negatively impact accreditation or teaching
courseload
h. Motion to approve the change; seconded; approved.
Meeting adjourned 1:45 PM

PROGRAM OF STUDY

Master of Arts in Applied Behavior Analysis & Clinical Science

2020-21 Catalog Year

The Master of Arts in Applied Behavior Analysis and Clinical Science (ABACS) is a 57 credit hour, cohortbased program. In addition to a thesis or capstone project requirement, three practicum or applied research
placements totaling 750 hours are also required (250 hours each). This is consistent with board certification
requirements. Intensive practica are characterized by on-site and off-site supervision. Students may select
either a two- or three-year program of study.
Effective Fall 2020

Conceptual Foundations

BACS 511 Behavioral Assessment (4) change to (3)
BACS 512 Single Subject Experimental Design (4) change to (3)
BACS 613 Seminar in Radical Behaviorism (4) change to (3)

Area 2:

BACS 522 Principles of Applied Behavior Analysis (4) change to (3)
BACS 521 Experimental Analysis of Behavior (4) change to (3)

Area 1:

(12 credit hours) (change to 9)

Basic Science

(8 credit hours) (change to 6)

Area 3:

Clinical Science

(8 credit hours, choose 2) (change to
6)

Area 4:

Application

(12 credit hours) (change to 9)

BACS 531 Comparative Research Design and Statistics (4) change to (3)
BACS 535 Behavior Therapies (4) change to (3)
BACS 536 Clinical Neuropsychology for Behavior Analysts (4) change to
(3)
BACS 539 Seminar in Behaviorism & Clinical Science (4) change to (3)
BACS 515 Special Topic change to (3)
BACS 541 Behavioral Interventions I: Applications (4) change to (3)
BACS 542 Behavioral Interventions II: Special Populations (4) change to
(3)
BACS 561 Organizational Behavior, Culture, and Leadership (4) change to
(3)

Area 5:

Law and Ethics

(4 credit hours) (change to 3)

BACS 551 Law, Ethics, and Behaviorism (4) change to (3)

Area 6:

Supervised Practical Research
and Training
(9 credit hours) (change to 8)

Area 7:

Master’s Thesis or Capstone
(4 credit hours)

BACS 661 Professional Development (3 credit hours, credit/no credit)
change to 2
BACS 671 Practicum I (2 credit hours – 250 hrs supervised experience)
BACS 672 Practicum II (2 credit hours – 250 hrs supervised experience)
BACS 673 Practicum III (2 credit hours – 250 hrs supervised experience)
BACS 681 Thesis or Capstone I (2)
BACS 682 Thesis or Capstone II (2)

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS & CLINICAL SCIENCE
DEGREE AUDIT
Two Year – Track A




Complete
()

BACS 521 – Exper. Analysis Behavior
BACS 541 – Behavioral Interv. I
Area 3, Clinical Science Elective
BACS 561: Org Behav, Cult, Ldr
BACS 542 – Behavioral Interv II

3
3
3
3

Areas 3, Clinical Science Elective

3

BACS 671 – Practicum I

2

BACS 551 – Legal and Ethical Issues

3

BACS 613 – Radical Behaviorism

3

BACS 672 – Practicum II

2

BACS 681 – Thesis I

2

BACS 661 – Professional Dev
BACS 673 – Practicum III

2
2

BACS 682 - Thesis II

Total Credits
Total Remaining

SPR

3

SUM

3

BACS 522 – Principles of ABA

FALL

BACS 512 – Single Subject Design

SPR

3

45

SUM

BACS 511 – Behavioral Assessment

FALL

Hours

FALL

















Course

SPR

SPR

FALL

SUM

SPR

FALL

Complete
()

Three Year – Track B


















Course

Hours

BACS 512 – Single Subject Design

3

BACS 522 – Principles of ABA

3

BACS 521 – Exper. Analysis Behavior

3

Area 3, Clinical Science Elective

3

Areas 3, Clinical Science Elective

3

BACS 511 – Behavioral Assessment

3

BACS 613 – Radical Behaviorism

3

BACS 541 – Behavioral Interv.
BACS 561 – Org Behav, Cult, Ldr

3
3

BACS 542 – Behavioral Interv II

3

BACS 671 – Practicum I

2

BACS 551 – Legal & Ethical Issues

3

BACS 681 – Thesis/Capstone I

2

BACS 672 – Practicum II

2

BACS 661 – Professional Dev

2

BACS 682 - Thesis/Capstone II

2

BACS 673 – PracticumTotal
III
Credits

45

Total Remaining

Expected graduation term: ___________________________________

Revised 3/20/20

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

ACADEMIC PROGRAM INFORMATION SHEET

New Programs or Substantive Change/Discontinuation of Existing Programs
Program Name
College
Department or Program
Contact(s), E-mail, Phone
Action
Type of Program
Level
Credit or Non-Credit
Preferred CIP Code
Total Credit Hours
Effective Date
Rationale and Needs
Analysis for New
Programs, Changes, or
Discontinuation

Undergraduate Major in Community Health
Hamilton Holt School
Health Professions
Robert Sanders rsanders@rollins.edu 407-691-1349
NEW PROGRAM
MAJOR
UNDERGRADUATE
Credit
51.2208 Community Health and Preventive Medicine
40
Fall 2023
Florida is the third most populous state in the US, and the Orlando area is the third
largest metropolitan area in the state. Despite its large population, there is a dearth
of community health practitioners with the knowledge, skills, and cultural
competence needed to respond to Central Florida’s community health needs.
Without knowledgeable and skilled community health practitioners, persistent
health inequalities in Central Florida will continue and there will be little progress in
improving the overall health and well-being of people living in Central Florida. The
Community Health major at Rollins responds to this problem by proposing an
innovative curriculum that prioritizes local community health needs and provides
students with the knowledge, skills, and experiences needed to improve the health
of members of the communities in which they live.
To explore the feasibility of a Community Health major, Rollins commissioned a
market analysis and report from Hanover Research in July of 2020. Key findings
from the research included a strong demand for a bachelor’s degree in a public
health field, and a favorable job market for graduates of such a program.
Recommendations from the research were for Rollins to develop a bachelor’s
degree in a public health field, and we have responded to this suggestion by
creating a rigorous, community-based program that meets local demands and
provides students meaningful skills for a public health career. See attached report.

Program Mission
Statement Aligned to
College Mission

The Community Health major uses existing strengths at Rollins, including existing
faculty members whose teaching, research, and professional experiences align with
the objectives of the program and contribute to the Community Health major’s
success. The college has a number of existing health-related programs between the
College of Liberal Arts and the Hamilton Holt School, including an undergraduate
health services leadership degree; an undergraduate global health minor; a health
communication concentration; and graduate level programs in public health and
mental health counseling. The proposed major leverages existing faculty expertise
and responds to local health needs to create a novel degree program that 1) fills a
curricular gap, 2) responds to local population needs, 3) responds to student
demand for an undergraduate major focused on health, and 4) aligns with the
college mission to prepare students to become global citizens and responsible

leaders in the context of community health. Further, the Community Health major
uses the college’s longstanding commitment to community engagement, as a
strategic way to build partnerships between students, faculty, and communitybased organizations working to serve local populations. It is the only program of its
type in the area and responds to a community need, likely serving as a potential
recruitment tool for highly-motivated students passionate about correcting health
inequalities.
Intended Audience

The proposed major will be available to students in the Hamilton Holt School. Staffing of
courses may include a full-time VAP, the use of overloads for CLA faculty, and adjunct
faculty. Course offerings necessary to fulfill the Health Equity and Interdisciplinary course
requirements will be monitored by the program director and Special Topics courses may
be offered from time to time to ensure varied and equitable access to coursework needed
to complete the major.

Projected Enrollment

Year 1
•

Year 2
•

Year 3
•

Year 4
Location(s) of Instruction
Admission Requirements

Faculty
Required/Credentials

Holt 15
Holt

30

Holt 45

• Holt 50
To be offered ON CAMPUS in Winter Park as a traditional face-to-face program for
Holt. Some courses may be offered up to 49% hybrid to better accommodate the
needs and schedules of the working adults enrolled in the Holt School.
Holt:
Guaranteed Admission:
Undergraduate program applicants with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.8 will be
offered guaranteed admission to the Hamilton Holt School contingent upon review
of all College Official’s Reports and have no disciplinary infractions at any previously
attended institution.
General Admission:
Undergraduate program applicants seeking admission with a GPA below 2.8 are
encouraged to apply for general admission. Application decisions will be based on a
holistic review of the submitted application materials within two weeks of the
application completion.
A full-time VAP is included in the proposal to teach in and direct the Holt portion of
this major. This faculty member will have expertise in a terminal degree or at least
19 graduate semester hours in community health or related field of health, and will
be housed in the Department of Health Professions. This expertise and
departmental affiliation should position them well to be able to assist with and
support, if necessary, majors in Health Services Leadership and the Master’s in
Public Health. The program will also draw upon the expertise of existing faculty in
multiple departments through the students’ selection of approved electives.
Adjunct faculty will be used when additional expertise is required.

Faculty in the Department of Health Professions are qualified to teach in and/or
direct the program:
•

Nancy Niles, PhD in Health Policy, MPH

•
•
Coursework Required

Allen Johnson, DrPH, MPH
Ashwini Tiwari, PhD in Public Health

See detailed curriculum plan in proposal.
Students will complete a series of interdisciplinary courses and three foundational
core courses that emphasize community-based research methods and the social,
political, economic, and cultural foundations for poor health. To complete the
major, students must complete ten courses, including: three core courses, three
courses focused on health disparities, three elective courses to provide them a
disciplinary or interdisciplinary perspective, and one internship/practicum course.
Disciplinary elective courses for the major focus on social determinants of health,
health inequality, health disparities, health systems, or health communication. To
apply course content to professional goals and community needs, one of the
required core courses will introduce students to methodological approaches in
community health and include a collaborative, applied learning project with local
community-based organizations.
The major is comprised of ten (10) courses.

Student Learning
Outcomes

Three (3) Required Core Courses.
o CMH 200: Introduction to Community Health and Health Disparities
o CMH 300: Introduction to Community-Based Research Methods
(Prerequisite: CHM 200)
o CMH 350: Theoretical Perspectives for Community Health
Three (3) Health Equity Electives
Three (3) Electives for Disciplinary/Interdisciplinary Perspectives
One (1) Internship/Practicum
The Community Health major will prepare Rollins students with the knowledge and
skills necessary for collaboratively addressing social determinants of health in a
culturally-appropriate way. Learning outcomes for students in this major include
the following.
•

•

•
•

Students enrolled in the Community Health Major must be able to
demonstrate the mastery of the foundational skills and knowledge of
community health professionals as defined by professional associations in
the field of community health.
Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will develop an
understanding of and respect for community needs that reflect the cultural,
racial, gender, etc. differences that characterize that community.
Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will become engaged
leaders in addressing the health needs of the community.
Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will be able to implement
and assess programming that address health disparities across and between
communities.

Upon completing the major, students will be able to:
•
•

Identify and propose solutions to social determinants of health that are root
causes of health inequality
Understand how health concerns reflect cultural, racial, gender, economic,
and social factors unique to specific communities

•

•
•

Evaluation & Assessment

Leverage skills and knowledge gained through their coursework and applied
experiences to address community health needs through collaborative
relationships
Implement and assess community health programs responsive to health
disparities across and between communities
Use the skills and knowledge of community health professionals as defined
by professional associations in the field of community health

See attached Demonstration of Learning Plan.
In consideration of the focus of the Community Health major on health disparities
between and among communities, four key learning outcomes have been
identified as appropriate outcomes for the program. These include: Integrative
Learning, Intercultural Knowledge and Competence, Teamwork, and Civic
Engagement.

Resource Requirements
& Project Budget

Resource Requirement

Costs

Operating Expenses for Program
(Increase Holt undergraduate program
budget (70020-72270)

$5,000

Admissions and Recruiting

Year 1: $8,000
Year 2+: $1,000/year

Holt Community Health VAP/Lecturer
One (1) FTE (FT salary and benefits)

$59,000
$24,066

Holt Program Director Stipend
undergraduate O/L Fac. - Admin Stipends
(61046)

$1,000

Holt Adjunct Faculty (Increase Holt
undergraduate Adjunct Faculty SalariesInstruction (61041))

Year 2+: $4,000

Holt Faculty Overloads (Increase Holt
undergraduate O/L Fac. Sal-Instruction
(61045))

Year 2+: $4,000

Totals

Year 1:
Year 2+:

$105,066
$98,066

Anticipated Enrollments

Anticipated Revenue:
(Based on 12 credits per term x $512
per credit)

Year 1
• Holt 15

Year 1: $184,320

Year 2
• Holt 30 (15 new/15
continuing)

Year 2: $368,640

Year 3
• Holt 45 (15 new/30
continuing)

Year 3: $552,960

REVIEWS–APPROVALS
Sponsoring Department

Signature

Date

OIP or OISSS (If international.)

Not Applicable

Date

Dean

Signature

Date

VPAA|Provost

Signature

Date

CLA Curriculum Committee Chair Signature
CLA Faculty Meeting Minutes

Date
Date
Date

Signature

Date

President (if required)

Signature

Date

Trustees

Notification via Provost’s Report

SACSCOC Action Taken

Notification only and addition to Degree and Program
List; 40% new course content only at the undergraduate
level.

Faculty Governance
(All governance entities.)

President’s Cabinet
(If financial resources required.)

(Completed by Assistant Provost and
SACSCOC Liaison.)

CLA Executive Committee Chair Signature

10-5-2021

Community Health Major Proposal
Proposal for a Major in Community Health in Holt
Proposed by:
Shan-Estelle Brown, Allen Johnson, Nolan Kline, Nancy Niles, Anne Stone, and Rob Sanders

Description:
The Community Health major will prepare Holt students at Rollins College with the knowledge and
skills necessary for collaboratively addressing social determinants of health in a culturally-appropriate
way. Learning outcomes for students in this major include:
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major must be able to demonstrate the mastery
of the foundational skills and knowledge of community health professionals as defined by
professional associations in the field of community health.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will develop an understanding of and
respect for community needs that reflect the cultural, racial, gender, etc. differences that
characterize that community.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will become engaged leaders in addressing
the health needs of the community.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will be able to implement and assess
programming that address health disparities across and between communities.

Upon completing the major, students will be able to:
• Identify and propose solutions to social determinants of health that are root causes of health
inequality
• Understand how health concerns reflect cultural, racial, gender, economic, and social factors
unique to specific communities
• Leverage skills and knowledge gained through their coursework and applied experiences to
address community health needs through collaborative relationships
• Implement and assess community health programs responsive to health disparities across
and between communities
• Use the skills and knowledge of community health professionals as defined by professional
associations in the field of community health
To achieve these objectives, students will complete a series of interdisciplinary courses and three
foundational core courses that emphasize community-based research methods and the social, political,
economic, and cultural foundations for poor health. To complete the major, students must complete a
total of ten courses, including: three core courses, three courses focused on health disparities, three

elective courses to provide them a disciplinary or interdisciplinary perspective, and one
internship/practicum course. Disciplinary elective courses for the major focus on social determinants of
health, health inequality, health disparities, health systems, or health communication. To apply course
content to professional goals and community needs, one of the required core courses will introduce
students to methodological approaches in community health and include a collaborative, applied
learning project with local community-based organizations.

Rationale
Florida is the third most populous state in the US, and the Orlando area is the third largest
metropolitan area in the state. Despite its large population, there is a dearth of community health
practitioners with the knowledge, skills, and cultural competence needed to respond to Central
Florida’s community health needs. Without knowledgeable and skilled community health practitioners,
persistent health inequalities in Central Florida will continue and there will be little progress in
improving the overall health and well-being of people living in Central Florida. The Community Health
major at Rollins responds to this problem by proposing an innovative curriculum that prioritizes local
community health needs and provides students with the knowledge, skills, and experiences needed to
improve the health of members of the communities in which they live.
To explore the feasibility of a Community Health major, Rollins commissioned a market analysis and
report from Hanover Research in July of 2020. Key findings from the research included a strong
demand for a bachelor’s degree in a public health field, and a favorable job market for graduates of
such a program. Recommendations from the research were for Rollins to develop a bachelor’s degree
in a public health field, and we have responded to this suggestion by creating a rigorous, communitybased program that meets local demands and provides students meaningful skills for a public health
career. See attached report.
The Community Health major uses existing strengths at Rollins, including existing faculty members
whose teaching, research, and professional experiences align with the objectives of the program and
contribute to the Community Health major’s success. The college has a number of existing healthrelated programs between the College of Liberal Arts and the Hamilton Holt School, including an
undergraduate health services leadership degree; an undergraduate global health minor; a health
communication concentration; and graduate level programs in public health and mental health
counseling. The proposed major leverages existing faculty expertise and responds to local health needs
to create a novel degree program that 1) fills a curricular gap, 2) responds to local population needs, 3)
responds to student demand for an undergraduate major focused on health, and 4) aligns with the
college mission to prepare students to become global citizens and responsible leaders in the context of
community health. Further, the Community Health major uses the college’s longstanding commitment
to community engagement, as a strategic way to build partnerships between students, faculty, and
community-based organizations working to serve local populations. It is the only program of its type in

the area and responds to a community need, likely serving as a potential recruitment tool for highlymotivated students passionate about correcting health inequalities.
The proposed major will be available to students in the Hamilton Holt School. Staffing of courses may
also include a full-time VAP, the use of overloads for CLA faculty, and adjunct faculty. Course offerings
necessary to fulfill the Health Equity and Interdisciplinary course requirements will be monitored by
the program director and Special Topics courses may be offered from time to time to ensure varied
and equitable access to coursework needed to complete the major.

Budget and Resource Requirements
While the Community Health major uses existing capacities and resources at Rollins the following
additional resource needs are anticipated:
Resource Requirement

Costs

Operating Expenses for Program (Increase Holt undergraduate
program budget (70020-72270)

$5,000

Admissions and Recruiting

Year 1: $8000
Year 2+: $1000/year

Holt Community Health VAP/Lecturer One (1) FTE (FT salary and
benefits)

$59,000
$24,066

Holt Program Director Stipend undergraduate O/L Fac. - Admin
Stipends (61046)

$1000

Holt Adjunct Faculty (Increase Holt undergraduate Adjunct Faculty
Salaries-Instruction (61041))

$4000

Holt Faculty Overloads (Increase Holt undergraduate O/L Fac. SalInstruction (61045))

$4000

Totals

Year
1:
$105,066
Years 2+:

$98,066

Anticipated Enrollments

Anticipated
Revenue:
(Based on 12 credits
per term x $512 per
credit)

Year 1
• Holt 15

Year 1: $184,320

Year 2
• Holt

Year 2: $368,640
30 (15 new/15 continuing)

Year 3
• Holt 45 (15 new/30 continuing)

Year 3: $552,960

Curriculum Plan
Major Map: Community Health
Effective Fall 2022

CORE COURSES (10 courses - 40 credits)
Three (3) Core Courses Required.
o
o
o

CMH 200: Introduction to Community Health and Health Disparities
CMH 300: Introduction to Community-Based Research Methods (Prerequisite:
CHM 200)
CMH 350: Theoretical Perspectives for Community Health

Three (3) Health Equity Electives
.

Three (3) additional courses are required with an area emphasis on health equity
within and among communities, at least one of which must be at the 300 level or
above. Students are encouraged to consider courses from interdisciplinary programs
such as Sexuality, Women, and Gender studies, Africa and African-American Studies,
and similar programs. The goal for selection of these courses should be to learn more
about the social, political, economic, and cultural contexts that shape poor health
among a particular group of people with shared identities and experiences. Students
must confirm these course choices with the director of the Community Health major.
Possible topics may include courses focused on:
o Health and Aging
o Gender
o Children
o LGBTQ+
o Cultural Competencies
o Religion
o Global Health
o Minority Populations
o Health Systems and Policy
o Economics
o Environmental Factors
o Ethics

Three (3) Electives for Disciplinary/Interdisciplinary Perspectives
.

Three (3) elective courses are also required, at least two of which must be at the 300
level or above. Students must confirm these elective choices with the director of the
Community Health major.

One (1) Internship/Practicum
One senior capstone course is required that provides students an opportunity to integrate and
apply knowledge and skills developed in the program in a community health based setting.
o

CMH 497: Community Health Practicum (senior standing required)

Assessment
In consideration of the focus of the Community Health major on health disparities between and among
communities, four key learning outcomes have been identified as appropriate outcomes for the
program. These include: Integrative Learning, Intercultural Knowledge and Competence, Teamwork,
and Civic Engagement.
LEAP Outcome

Learning
Outcome

Ways of
Demonstrating
Learning

Outcome
Benchmark

Select an AAC&U LEAP
Learning Outcome, if
appropriate, using the
pull-down menu.

Specific and
measureable
statement of
what students
will know and
be able to do at
degree
completion.

In what courses,
assignments, or
projects will the
department/program
provide students with
opportunities to
demonstrate what
they are learning?
How will faculty
members assess
student learning?
At least one direct
and one indirect
measure* must be
included in the overall
demonstration of
learning plan.

How will the
department
know students
have met
expectations?
Ex: 90% of
students will
demonstrate
mastery of the
ability to
synthesize
material from
multiple
viewpoints
based on a
departmental
rubric.

Integrative Learning

Students
enrolled in the
Community
Health Major
must be able to
demonstrate
the mastery of
the
foundational
skills and
knowledge of
community
health

Assess in Internship or
Applied Learning
Experience

90% of
students will
demonstrate
mastery and
application of
professional
knowledge and
skills based on
a departmental
rubric aligned
with
professional
association

Direct Measures:
Observations of field
work, internship
performance, service
learning, or clinical
experiences; and
Rubric (a criterionbased rating scale)

Intercultural
Knowledge|Competence

professionals as
defined by
professional
associations in
the field of
community
health

scores for writing,
oral presentations,
and performances

standards for
community
health.

Indirect Measures:
Percent of class time
spent in active
learning; and,
Number of student
hours spent on
service learning

Students will
spend at least
25% of class
time engaged
in active
learning and at
least 20 hours
per term
engaged in
service to the
community.

Students
enrolled in the
Community
Health Major
will develop an
understanding
of and respect
for community
needs that
reflect the
cultural, racial,
gender, etc.
differences that
characterize
that
community.

Assess in Intro
Community Health
and Health Disparities
Courses

90% of
students will
demonstrate
proficiency in
understanding
of cultural,
racial, gender,
etc. differences
that
characterize
that community
as assess by a
departmental
rubric.

Direct Measures:
Class discussion
participation and
Case study analysis

Indirect Measure:
Number of student
hours spent at
intellectual or cultural
activities related to
the course

Students will
spend at least 5
hours per term
engaged in
external
intellectual or

cultural
activities
related to the
course.
Teamwork

Students
enrolled in the
Community
Health Major
will become
engaged leaders
in addressing
the health
needs of the
community.

Assess in CE course

Direct Measure: *
Observations of field
work, internship
performance, service
learning, or clinical
experiences

Indirect Measures:
Percent of class time
spent in active
learning; and Number
of student hours
spent on service
learning

Civic Engagement

Students
enrolled in the
Community
Health Major
will be able to
implement and
assess
programming
that address
health
disparities
across and

Assess in CE course

Direct Measures:
Research projects and
Rubric (a criterionbased rating scale)
scores for writing,
oral presentations,
and performances

90% of
students will
demonstrate
the behaviors,
competencies,
and
dispositions of
leadership as
assess by a
departmental
rubric.

Students will
spend at least
25% of class
time engaged
in active
learning and at
least 20 hours
per term
engaged in
service to the
community.
90% of
students will
demonstrate
mastery of the
ability to
synthesize,
analyze, and
evaluate
programming
that address
health
disparities

between
communities.

Indirect Measures:
Percent of class time
spent in active
learning; and Number
of student hours
spent on service
learning

across and
between
communities as
assessed by a
departmental
rubric.

Students will
spend at least
25% of class
time engaged
in active
learning and at
least 20 hours
per term
engaged in
service to the
community.

Curriculum Map for Holt
Holt
Fall
Year 1

•

•

Middle
Year(s)

•

•
•

•

Middle
Year(s)

•
•

•

Final
Year

•

Spring
INT 200
Introduction to the
Liberal Arts
General Education
or General Elective
Course(s)

•

CMH
200: Introduction
to Community
Health and Health
Disparities
Health Equity
Course(s)
Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General Education
or General Elective
Course(s)

•

Health Equity
Course(s)
Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General Education
or General Elective
Course(s)

•

Health Equity
Course(s)

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Summer (if desired)
ENGW 280
Writing in the
Liberal Arts
General
Education or
General Elective
Course(s)
CMH 300:
Introduction to
CommunityBased Research
Methods
Health Equity
Course(s)
Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General
Education or
General Elective
Course(s)

•

Health Equity
Course(s)
Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General
Education or
General Elective
Course(s)

•

CMH 497:
Community

•

•

•

•

Health Equity
Course(s)
Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General
Education or
General Elective
Course(s)

Health Equity
Course(s)
Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General
Education or
General Elective
Course(s)

•

•

Interdisciplinary
Perspectives
Course(s)
General Electives

•

Health
Practicum
General
Electives

DEMONSTRATION OF LEARNING PLAN|REPORT
Department/Program
Major/Minor/Degree:

Holt Health Professions
Community Health Major

Department/Program Chair:
Department/Program Assessment Liaison:

Year:
Date:

2021-2022
4-5-2021

Nancy Niles
Robert Sanders

I. Program Overview
The Community Health major will prepare Rollins students with the knowledge and skills necessary for
collaboratively addressing social determinants of health in a culturally-appropriate way. Learning outcomes for
students in this major include the following.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major must be able to demonstrate the mastery of the
foundational skills and knowledge of community health professionals as defined by professional
associations in the field of community health.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will develop an understanding of and respect for
community needs that reflect the cultural, racial, gender, etc. differences that characterize that
community.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will become engaged leaders in addressing the health
needs of the community.
• Students enrolled in the Community Health Major will be able to implement and assess programming
that address health disparities across and between communities.
Upon completing the major, students will be able to:
• identify and propose solutions to social determinants of health that are root causes of health inequality;
• understand how health concerns reflect cultural, racial, gender, economic, and social factors unique to
specific communities;
• leverage skills and knowledge gained through their coursework and applied experiences to address
community health needs through collaborative relationships;
• implement and assess community health programs responsive to health disparities across and between
communities; and
• use the skills and knowledge of community health professionals as defined by professional associations
in the field of community health.

II. Program Mission
The Community Health major uses existing strengths at Rollins, including existing faculty members whose
teaching, research, and professional experiences align with the objectives of the program and contribute to
the Community Health major’s success. The College has a number of existing health-related programs
between the College of Liberal Arts and the Hamilton Holt School, including an undergraduate health
services leadership degree; an undergraduate global health minor; a health communication concentration;
and graduate level programs in public health and mental health counseling. The proposed major leverages
existing faculty expertise and responds to local health needs to create a novel degree program that: 1) fills a
curricular gap, 2) responds to local population needs, 3) responds to student demand for an undergraduate
major focused on health, and 4) aligns with the College mission to prepare students to become global
citizens and responsible leaders in the context of community health. Further, the Community Health major
uses the college’s longstanding commitment to community engagement, as a strategic way to build
partnerships between students, faculty, and community-based organizations working to serve local
populations. It is the only program of its type in the area and responds to a community need, likely serving
as a potential recruitment tool for highly-motivated students passionate about correcting health
inequalities.

III. Results of Actions Planned in Last Assessment Cycle (Closing the Loop)
A. What actions planned to improve learning reported in the last assessment cycle were
implemented?
B. What were the results of those actions?
Examples include curriculum or course revision, faculty development, pedagogical adjustments,
student services, resource allocations, or other factors contributing to student achievement.
C. What adjustments to the department’s assessment plans reported in the last assessment cycle were
implemented and what impact did those changes have on the results reported in this cycle?
Not applicable; DoL plan for proposed degree program with effective date of Fall 2023.

IV. Demonstration of Learning Plan
Articulate at least three and up to five learning outcomes for your program. Identify and measure each year, one primary outcome for year-over-year comparisons.
Measure at least one additional outcome each year. All outcomes should be measures at least once in every five-year cycle. At least two learning outcomes for each
department/program should connect to American Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) Liberal Education for America’s Promise (LEAP) learning outcomes:
http://www.aacu.org/leap/vision.cfm and http://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics.

LEAP
Outcome

Learning Outcome

Ways of Demonstrating Learning

Outcome Benchmark

Results

Select an
AAC&U LEAP
Learning
Outcome, if
appropriate,
using the pulldown menu.

Specific and
measureable statement
of what students will
know and be able to do
at degree completion.

In what courses, assignments, or
projects will the department/program
provide students with opportunities to
demonstrate what they are learning?
How will faculty members assess
student learning?
At least one direct and one indirect
measure* must be included in the
overall demonstration of learning plan.

How will the department know
students have met expectations?
Ex: 90% of students will
demonstrate mastery of the
ability to synthesize material
from multiple viewpoints based
on a departmental rubric.

Based on evidence collected,
summarize how students
performed and compare
results to expectations.

Integrative
Learning

Students enrolled in the
Community Health Major
must be able to
demonstrate the mastery
of the foundational skills
and knowledge of
community health
professionals as defined
by professional
associations in the field
of community health.

Assess in Internship or Applied Learning
Experience

90% of students will demonstrate
mastery and application of
professional knowledge and skills
based on a departmental rubric
aligned with professional
association standards for
community health.

Intercultural
Knowledge|Co
mpetence

Teamwork

Direct Measures: Observations of field
work, internship performance, service
learning, or clinical experiences; and
Rubric (a criterion based rating scale)
scores for writing, oral presentations,
and performances
Indirect Measures: Percent of class time
spent in active learning; and, Number of
student hours spent on service learning

Students enrolled in the
Community Health Major
will develop an
understanding of and
respect for community
needs that reflect the
cultural, racial, gender,
etc. differences that
characterize that
community.

Assess in Intro Community Health and
Health Disparities Courses

Students enrolled in the
Community Health Major
will become engaged
leaders in addressing the

Assess in CE course

Direct Measures: Class discussion
participation and Case study analysis
Indirect Measure: Number of student
hours spent at intellectual or cultural
activities related to the course

Direct Measure: * Observations of field
work, internship performance, service
learning, or clinical experiences

Students will spend at least 25%
of class time engaged in active
learning and at least 20 hours per
term engaged in service to the
community.
90% of students will demonstrate
proficiency in understanding of
cultural, racial, gender, etc.
differences that characterize that
community as assessed by a
departmental rubric.
Students will spend at least 5
hours per term engaged in
external intellectual or cultural
activities related to the course.
90% of students will demonstrate
the behaviors, competencies, and
dispositions of leadership as
assess by a departmental rubric.

Evidence
File name for
evidence
documents
supporting
results (attach
as separate
documents
when
submitting
report).

Civic
Engagement

health needs of the
community.

Indirect Measures: Percent of class time
spent in active learning; and Number of
student hours spent on service learning.

Students enrolled in the
Community Health Major
will be able to implement
and assess programming
that address health
disparities across and
between communities.

Assess in CE course
Direct Measures: Research projects and
Rubric (a criterion based rating scale)
scores for writing, oral presentations,
and performances.
Indirect Measures: Percent of class time
spent in active learning; and Number of
student hours spent on service learning.

Students will spend at least 25%
of class time engaged in active
learning and at least 20 hours per
term engaged in service to the
community.
90% of students will demonstrate
mastery of the ability to
synthesize, analyze, and evaluate
programming that address health
disparities across and between
communities as assessed by a
departmental rubric.
Students will spend at least 25%
of class time engaged in active
learning and at least 20 hours per
term engaged in service to the
community.

*For an overview of direct and indirect methods of assessing demonstrated student learning, see Suskie, L. (2009). Assessing student learning: A common sense guide (2nd ed.). San Francisco, CA:
Jossey-Bass .

EXAMPLE:
Inquiry and
Analysis

Anthropology majors will
demonstrate research
and writing competency
using appropriate
disciplinary methods and
form.

Senior seminar research papers or honors
theses will be assessed using a
departmentally-developed rubric
(uploaded).

70% of majors will meet
or exceed expectations
for research and writing
mastery based on a
departmental rubric
that includes VALUE
standards.

In 2011-2012, 88% of
majors met or exceeded
expectations in five of six
evaluation criteria; an
increase of 10% from 20102011.

Rubric.doc
SummaryScores.
xlxs
ScoresOverTime.
xlsx

V. Curriculum Map: Courses Where Demonstration of Learning Occurs
For more information on and examples of curricular mapping please see the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) Curriculum
Mapping Tool Kit at http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/documents/Mapping%20Learning.pdf.

Key: I = Introduced, R = Reinforced or opportunity to practice, M = Mastery expected, D= Demonstration of learning evidence collected
Learning
Outcome

Courses or Projects
Course/Project
1

Course/Project
2

Course/Project
3

Course/Project
4

Course/Project
5

Course/Project
6

Course/Project
7

Course/Project
8

Outcome 1
Outcome 2
Outcome 3
Outcome 4
Outcome 5

EXAMPLE:
Key: I = Introduced, R = Reinforced or opportunity to practice, M = Mastery expected, D= Demonstration of learning evidence collected
Learning Outcome

Courses or Projects
CHM 101

CHM 201

CHM 301

CHM 450
Capstone

Demonstrate mastery of the four principle chemistry disciplines:
analytical, organic, physical, and inorganic

I

R

R

M, D

Demonstrate proficiency in laboratory techniques

I

R

M, D

Demonstrate research skills and experience

I

R

M,D

Demonstrate preparation for entry into graduate or professional
schools, or the job market

I

R

R

Senior
Exit Survey

D

VI. Action(s) Planned to Improve Learning Based on Results
1. What was learned as a result of your analysis this year that has implications for teaching and learning?
2. What issue, action item, or change will the department/program undertake based what was learned?
These changes could include curriculum or course revision, faculty development, pedagogical
adjustments, student services, resources, or other factors contributing to improved student learning
and achievement.

Not applicable; DoL plan for proposed degree program with effective date of Fall 2023.
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Section I: Catalog Information
This section serves to identify the course with all relevant information required for a catalog listing. If you are proposing an
RFLA course, there is a separate form for RFLA courses. (insert hyperlink)

Change in Course (i.e. title, pre-req, co-req)

New Course

Remove Course

Department: Health Professions/Anthropology
Course Title: CMH 200: INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY HEALTH AND HEALTH DISPARITIES
Transcript title (limited to 30 characters): Intro Comm Health/Disparities
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor: Nancy Niles/Shan-Estelle Brown
Requested Course Number (please coordinate with Registrar): CMH 200
Number of credits: 4
Lab/studio time

Lab

Lecture

(min/wk)

Catalog Description (50 words or less):
The term “community” can refer to geographically bound spaces, commonly shared identities,
populations, and life in social groups of some kind. Regardless of how community is defined, health
is a central component of community, whether conceptualized as a group of people living in the
same neighborhood, sharing the same cultural identity, or born in the same zip code.

Grading:

standard letter grade

Is this course repeatable for credit:
Prerequisites: None

credit/no credit
Y

N
Co-requisites:

Course counts toward the Community Health major/minor concentration
Course is part of required core for major in Community Health per proposal.

Y

N (please specify why)

PLEASE PROVIDE A REDLINE CATALOG AND MAJOR/MINOR MAP
Course restrictions, if any

Fr

So

Jr

Sr

Graduate

Section II: Credit Hour Statement for Courses Meeting 150 Minutes Weekly for Four Credit Hours during 15Week Semesters
This course is a four-credit-hour course that meets three hours per week. The value of four credit hours results from work
expected of enrolled students both inside and outside the classroom. Rollins faculty require that students average at
least three hours of outside work for every hour of scheduled class time. Please identify the student activity. In this
course, the additional outside-of-class expectations are [please fill in what this course requires, e.g., fieldwork, research,
experiential education, small-group projects, etc. PLEASE ATTACH A SYLLABUS]:
See attached
Section III: Course Rationale - New & Change in Course
Briefly (one paragraph) describe the advantages in adding or changing this course to the Rollins College offerings. If
applicable, describe how this course advances one or more aspects of the Rollins mission (global citizenship, responsible
leadership, productive career, meaningful life)

This course introduces students to core concepts, theories, and methods associated with community health.
Further, it introduces students to health inequalities and health disparities within communities who
share social, political, economic, and environmental circumstances. Students will gain perspectives
needed to examine social determinants of health from a community perspective and will be
introduced to key methods for community health interventions and program planning.

Section IV: Curricular Impact- New & Change in Course
Information in this section will aid Curriculum Committee in evaluating the enrollment and staffing implications of the
new course proposed.

How often will this course be offered?
Rarely

Every 2yr

Every yr

During which semester are you hoping to first offer the course?

Every semester

More than 1/semester

Fall 2022

Does this course overlap with other courses being offered across campus? If so, which course(s), and what impact do you
anticipate?
No

Section V: Academic Standards
Information in this section will aid the Curriculum Committee to verify that the new course meets the norms of academic
rigor expected at Rollins College.

How does this course relate to the area of specialization of the sponsoring faculty and/or the faculty members expected to
teach the course?
Those teaching this course will be expected to have expertise in the areas of public health, community health, and/or
global health.

What are the learning outcomes for this class?
Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon completing this course, students will be able to:
1. Define basic aspects of community health, including social determinants of health
2. Describe how health can be determined by social contexts
3. Employ key principles and core concepts of community health in considering how to
address health problems, including: the social ecological model of health and
community-based participatory research
4. Critically evaluate social phenomena that may contribute to poor health
5. Synthesize important concepts in social sciences and public health to examine root
causes of poor health

What methods will you use to evaluate whether the learning outcomes have been met?
Exams 30%
Papers 30%
Leading Seminar 15%
3-2-1 Response Paper 15%
Attendance and Participation 15%
Grading Scale
A+ 98-100 B+ 88-89 C+ 78-79 D+ 68-69 F <60
A 92-97 B 82-87 C 72-77 D 62-67
A- 90-91 B- 80-81 C- 70-71 D- 60-61

Section VI: Additional Information (Optional)
Use this section to provide any other pertinent information or explication. You may also use this section to describe nonstandard scheduling or credits (Section I). Normally, this section will be left blank.

Section VII: General Education Requirements
Instructors who wish their course to meet a general education requirement for the Holt curriculum must fill out a separate
General Education Designation Request form, and submit it with this form to the registrar for submission to Curriculum
Committee. General Education Designations are approved for a particular course and instructor. New instructors of
existing courses will need to apply for General Education Designation.
Is a General Education Designation being requested for this course and this instructor? If yes, which?
Hamilton Holt Gen Ed Designations:
____ Expressive Arts (HART)

____ Writing

____ Quantitative Methods (HQT)

____ Scientific Perspective (HSCI

____ Literature (HLIT)

____ Global Citizenship (HGC)

____ Leadership/Civic Knowledge (HLCK)

CLA ONLY Competency:
____ Health & Wellness (BCMP)

____ Mathematical (MCMP)

____ Writing (WCMP)

____ Ethical Reasoning (ECMP)

____ Foreign Language (FCMP)

Competencies must be approved by the appropriate Competency Faculty Director.

Electronic signatures permitted. Faculty sponsor should submit the form with the Department Chair/Program Coordinator
and any Competency Faculty Director signatures required. Curriculum Committee will provide the remaining signatures.

Section VIII: Approvals
Include signature and date:
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor:
Department Chair or Program Coordinator:
Competency Faculty Director:

CMH 200: INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY HEALTH
AND HEALTH DISPARITIES

Instructor:
Meeting Time and Place:
Office Hours:
Office Phone:
Office Location:
E-mail:
Course Description:
The term “community” can refer to geographically bound spaces, commonly shared identities,
populations, and life in social groups of some kind. Regardless of how community is defined, health
is a central component of community, whether conceptualized as a group of people living in the
same neighborhood, sharing the same cultural identity, or born in the same zip code. This course
introduces students to core concepts, theories, and methods associated with community health.
Further, it introduces students to health inequalities and health disparities within communities who
share social, political, economic, and environmental circumstnaces. Students will gain perspectives
needed to examine social determinants of health from a community perspective and will be
introduced to key methods for community health interventions and program planning.
Course Objectives:
The specific goals for the course are to:
• Define health from its broader meaning as articulated by the World Health
Organization
• Define health disparities
• Understand different notions of community
• Compare and contrast health-related realities between and within communities
• Analyze the role of social, political, and economic inequality in perpetuating health
1

•

disparities
Apply theoretical ideas to how social and health scientists can address pertinent health
problems within any given community

Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon completing this course, students will be able to:
1. Define basic aspects of community health, including social determinants of health
2. Describe how health can be determined by social contexts
3. Employ key principles and core concepts of community health in considering how to
address health problems, including: the social ecological model of health and
community-based participatory research
4. Critically evaluate social phenomena that may contribute to poor health
5. Synthesize important concepts in social sciences and public health to examine root
causes of poor health
Required Readings
This course has two required books: one textbook and your choice of ethnography from three
listed below. In addition to the required books, the instructor may assign additional readings
from peer-reviewed journals that will be posted on Blackboard.
Required Textbook:
McKenzie, James, Robert Pinger, and Jerome Kotecki. An introduction to community health. Jones & Bartlett
Publishers, 2011.
Barr, Donald A. Health disparities in the United States: Social class, race, ethnicity, and health. Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2014.

Course Requirements & Grading
This course will comprise lectures, films, and in class discussions, all of which are required and
may be possible sources of exam questions. You should complete assigned readings before each
class and actively participate in class discussions and group activities. I will communicate with
students through Canvas or through the official Rollins email system. To avoid missing
important updates about the class, be sure that your email works properly and check your
Rollins email account daily. Do not use an “outside” (non-Rollins) email for this class.
Exams (30%): There will be 2 non-cumulative exams, which will include multiple choice, short
answer, or short essay questions. There will be no make-up exams except in cases of medical
emergency (documentation from a medical professional is required, no exceptions). If you miss
an exam due to a medical emergency, you must contact me before the exam or as soon as
possible after missing it. Make-up exams will be scheduled within one week of the missed test,
and will consist entirely of essay questions. The two exams will count for 30% of the final grade
(i.e., 15% each).
Papers (30%): This course requires two papers that will allow you to apply the material
discussed in class.
2
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Paper 1: Identification of a community health problem from a social determinants
of health perspective
Paper 2: A research paper and proposal on a local health disparities topic that
you would address if you were a community health professional

Additional descriptions and requirements for each paper will be discussed in class. Both papers
must be turned in via Canvas before class on the day they are due. Papers are worth 30% of
your final grade (15% for Paper 1 and 15% for Paper 2).
Leading the Seminar (15%): During the semester, you will be required to lead the class
discussion at least once with a group. A good group discussion will engage the class in a
discussion of the weekly topic in a meaningful way. As part of leading a seminar, group
members should ask open-ended questions about themes from the text and give other students
time to respond before answering. Feel free to call on classmates to encourage dialogue. Groups
leading seminar are encouraged to be creative in the presentations and use games and activities
to stimulate dialogue. Groups should do some background research on the Internet to find
supplementary material to bring to class to enhance the discussion. Overall, you should not
summarize readings, but rather engage your classmates in critical dialogue with the themes of
the text. Your grade will be determined by how well you promote dialogue, keep a discussion
going, and get everyone talking.
3-2-1 Response Papers (15%):
Nearly every day in this class, you will complete and turn in via Canvas a short response to course
readings. Responses should be approximately 300-450 words. These responses are due at the
beginning of class on the day they are assigned and will guide our discussions. Since they are for
guiding our discussions, you may submit an assignment early, but you may not submit one late. There
will be a total of 16 assigned, and you must submit 12. In other words, you will be permitted to skip
4 potential days without having an adverse impact on your grade. Responses papers must include:
3 things you learned from the reading.
2 things you wish you would have learned more about.
1 question you would like to pose to the class.
As part of your responses, you should also engage the content you read. For inspiration on what to
write about, consider these guiding questions: To you, what was the main point or the takeaway from
the reading? What surprised you in this reading, if anything? What new information did you get out
of it, if any? Is there anything in the reading you would like to think more about? Can you think of
any examples of how to extend the points of the reading to a contemporary or local topic? How can
you put this reading into conversation with other course topics, readings, or ideas you have been
exposed to at Rollins? What’s new? What’s not new? Has anything in this reading shifted your
thinking and if so, how? Since the purpose these assignments is to guide class discussion, late
assignments will not be accepted.
Attendance and Participation (10%)
Class attendance and participation are required and are a part of your overall grade.
Throughout the course we will discuss material that cannot be found in the readings and view
films that will be covered in the exams. Participation is not limited to simply being physically
present in the class; students are expected to actively engage in class discussions. You are
allowed two absences, after which each absence, excused or unexcused, will result in the final
3

grade being dropped 1/3 of a letter grade for each absence. Accordingly, you should save your
absences for dire emergencies or serious illnesses. SIX ABSENCES WILL RESULT IN
AUTOMATIC FAILURE OF THE CLASS, including the two allowed absences. Arriving late to
class counts as one half of an absence.
Final grade
Your final grade will be calculated as follows:
Two exams (15% each)
3-2-1 Response Papers
Leading class seminars
Paper 1
Paper 2
Attendance and Participation
Grading Scale
A+ 98-100
A 92-97
A- 90-91

B+ 88-89
B 82-87
B- 80-81

30%
15%
15%
15%
15%
10%
C+ 78-79
C 72-77
C- 70-71

D+ 68-69
D 62-67
D- 60-61

F <60

Students will be able to track their academic progress using Canvas.
Absence Due to Illness: If you are ill, please stay home, especially if you demonstrate
symptoms of influenza.
Classroom Conduct: You are expected to arrive to class on time. Do not arrive to class late or
leave class early (unless you speak with me and receive permission before class. Cell phones
should be turned off before class. Students who are texting, chatting, or doing work not related
to the course during class time may be asked to leave class. All students are expected to respect
one another. Comments that disparage a student’s race, national origin, religious or spiritual
identity, ethnic identity, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, or ability, are not
acceptable. If you are unsure of what may be considered disrespectful, consult the instructor.
Audio or video recording is not permitted.
Laptops and tablet devices are allowed but are only to be used for taking notes. Internet
browsers may not be open, and using email, instant messaging systems, Facebook, Twitter, etc,
is not allowed. Students violating these rules will be asked to no longer bring their laptops to
class.
Films are a required part of this course. Some of the films may include nudity, sexual situations,
violence, and other mature content (as may the course readings). Please be aware that because
this is a class about cultural diversity around the world, this material is considered part of the
curriculum.

4

CLASS & READING SCHEDULE
Note: Schedule is subject to change.
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Section I: Catalog Information
This section serves to identify the course with all relevant information required for a catalog listing. If you are proposing an
RFLA course, there is a separate form for RFLA courses. (insert hyperlink)

Change in Course (i.e. title, pre-req, co-req)

New Course

Remove Course

Department: Health Professions/Anthropology
Course Title: CMH 300: INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH METHODS
Transcript title (limited to 30 characters): Intro Comm Research Methods
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor: Nancy Niles/Shan-Estelle Brown
Requested Course Number (please coordinate with Registrar): CMH 300
Number of credits: 4
Lab/studio time

Lab

Lecture

(min/wk)

Catalog Description (50 words or less):
Improving community health requires a research strategy that emphasizes community
involvement, equality, and a commitment to health equity. In this course, students will learn a
key community health method: community-based participatory research. During the course,
students will apply this method and engage in their own community-based participatory
project in collaboration with a local community partner.

Grading:

standard letter grade

Is this course repeatable for credit:
Prerequisites: None

credit/no credit
Y

N
Co-requisites:

Course counts toward the Community Health major/minor concentration
Course is part of required core for major in Community Health per proposal.

Y

N (please specify why)

PLEASE PROVIDE A REDLINE CATALOG AND MAJOR/MINOR MAP
Course restrictions, if any

Fr

So

Jr

Sr

Graduate

Section II: Credit Hour Statement for Courses Meeting 150 Minutes Weekly for Four Credit Hours during 15Week Semesters
This course is a four-credit-hour course that meets three hours per week. The value of four credit hours results from work
expected of enrolled students both inside and outside the classroom. Rollins faculty require that students average at
least three hours of outside work for every hour of scheduled class time. Please identify the student activity. In this
course, the additional outside-of-class expectations are [please fill in what this course requires, e.g., fieldwork, research,
experiential education, small-group projects, etc. PLEASE ATTACH A SYLLABUS]:
See attached
Section III: Course Rationale - New & Change in Course
Briefly (one paragraph) describe the advantages in adding or changing this course to the Rollins College offerings. If
applicable, describe how this course advances one or more aspects of the Rollins mission (global citizenship, responsible
leadership, productive career, meaningful life)

The specific goals for the course are to:
• Introduce students to community-based participatory research (CBPR) methods
• Compare CBPR to other research methods
• Demonstrate the value of CBPR in improving community health
• Apply CBPR to a local health issue

Section IV: Curricular Impact- New & Change in Course
Information in this section will aid Curriculum Committee in evaluating the enrollment and staffing implications of the
new course proposed.

How often will this course be offered?
Rarely

Every 2yr

Every yr

During which semester are you hoping to first offer the course?

Every semester

More than 1/semester

Fall 2022

Does this course overlap with other courses being offered across campus? If so, which course(s), and what impact do you
anticipate?
No

Section V: Academic Standards
Information in this section will aid the Curriculum Committee to verify that the new course meets the norms of academic
rigor expected at Rollins College.

How does this course relate to the area of specialization of the sponsoring faculty and/or the faculty members expected to
teach the course?
Those teaching this course will be expected to have expertise in the areas of public health, community health, and/or
global health.

What are the learning outcomes for this class?
Student Learning Outcomes:

Upon completing this course, students will be able to:
1. Define community-based participatory research (CBPR)
2. Compare and contrast CBPR to other research methods
3. Apply CBPR methods to a local health problem in collaboration with a community
organization in Central Florida

What methods will you use to evaluate whether the learning outcomes have been met?
Two exams (15% each) 30%
3-2-1 Response Papers 15%
Community-Based Participatory Research Project 30%
Fieldnotes 15%
Attendance and Participation 10%
Grading Scale
A+ 98-100 B+ 88-89 C+ 78-79 D+ 68-69 F <60
A 92-97 B 82-87 C 72-77 D 62-67
A- 90-91 B- 80-81 C- 70-71 D- 60-61

Section VI: Additional Information (Optional)
Use this section to provide any other pertinent information or explication. You may also use this section to describe nonstandard scheduling or credits (Section I). Normally, this section will be left blank.

Section VII: General Education Requirements
Instructors who wish their course to meet a general education requirement for the Holt curriculum must fill out a separate
General Education Designation Request form, and submit it with this form to the registrar for submission to Curriculum
Committee. General Education Designations are approved for a particular course and instructor. New instructors of
existing courses will need to apply for General Education Designation.
Is a General Education Designation being requested for this course and this instructor? If yes, which?
Hamilton Holt Gen Ed Designations:
____ Expressive Arts (HART)

____ Writing

____ Quantitative Methods (HQT)

____ Scientific Perspective (HSCI

____ Literature (HLIT)

____ Global Citizenship (HGC)

____ Leadership/Civic Knowledge (HLCK)

CLA ONLY Competency:
____ Health & Wellness (BCMP)

____ Mathematical (MCMP)

____ Writing (WCMP)

____ Ethical Reasoning (ECMP)

____ Foreign Language (FCMP)

Competencies must be approved by the appropriate Competency Faculty Director.

Electronic signatures permitted. Faculty sponsor should submit the form with the Department Chair/Program Coordinator
and any Competency Faculty Director signatures required. Curriculum Committee will provide the remaining signatures.

Section VIII: Approvals
Include signature and date:
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor:
Department Chair or Program Coordinator:
Competency Faculty Director:

CMH 300: INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH METHODS
Instructor:
Meeting Time and Place:
Office Hours:
Office Phone:
Office Location:
E-mail:
Course Description:
Improving community health requires a research strategy that emphasizes community
involvement, equality, and a commitment to health equity. In this course, students will learn a
key community health method: community-based participatory research. During the course,
students will apply this method and engage in their own community-based participatory
project in collaboration with a local community partner.
Course Objectives:
The specific goals for the course are to:
• Introduce students to community-based participatory research (CBPR) methods
• Compare CBPR to other research methods
• Demonstrate the value of CBPR in improving community health
• Apply CBPR to a local health issue
Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon completing this course, students will be able to:
1. Define community-based participatory research (CBPR)
2. Compare and contrast CBPR to other research methods
3. Apply CBPR methods to a local health problem in collaboration with a community
organization in Central Florida
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Required Readings
This course has a number of assigned readings, which include one textbook and a selection of
journal articles. The required textbook is:
Hacker, Karen. Community-based participatory research. Sage publications, 2013.

Additional required articles are:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Guta, A., Flicker, S., & Roche, B. (2013). Governing through community allegiance: a qualitative
examination of peer research in community-based participatory research. Critical Public
Health,23(4), 432- 451. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3827674/

Wallerstein, N., & Duran, B. (2006). Using Community-Based Participatory Research to
Address Health Disparities. Health Promotion Practice, 7(3), 312-323.
http://hpp.sagepub.com/content/7/3/312.long
Friedman Ross, L., Loup, A., Nelson, R., Botkin, J., Kost, R., Smith, G., et al. (2010). The challenges
of collaboration for academic and community partners in a research partnership: Points to consider.
J Empir Res Hum Res Ethics, 5(1), 19-31. doi:10.1525/jer.2010.5.1.19.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2946316/
Elena M. Bastida, Tung-Sung Tseng, Corliss McKeever and Leonard Jack, Jr Ethics and
Community-Based Participatory Research: Perspectives from the Field Health. Promot Pract 2010
11: 16. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3012623/
Jumper-Reeves, L., Dustman, P., Harthun, M., Kulis, S., Brown, E. (2013). American Indian cultures:
How CBPR illuminated intertribal cultural elements fundamental to an adaptation effort. Prev
Sci,[Epub ahead of print 15 February 2013] PMID 23412946.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3726553/
Uyeda, K., Bogart, LM., Hawes-Dawson, J., Schuster, MA. (2009). Development and implementation
of a school-based obesity prevention intervention: Lessons learned from community-based
participatory research. Prog. Community Health Partnership, 3(3), 249-255. doi:10.1353/cpr.0.0085.
Shiramizu, B., Milne, C., Terada, K., Cassel, K., Matsuno, RK., Killeen, J. et al. (2012). A communitybased approach to enhancing anal cancer screening in Hawaii’s HIV-Infected ethnic minorities. J
AIDS Clin Res, 3(6). doi:10.4172/2155- 6113.1000162.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3614361/
Ritchie, SD., W abano, MJ., Beardy, J., Curran, J., Orkin, A., Vanderburgh, D. et al. (2013).
Community-based participatory research with Indigenous communities: The proximity paradox.
Health and Place, 24, 183 189. See Course Reserves to read the article.
Blumenthal, C., & Ellison, A. et al. (2011). Project GRACE: A staged approach to development of a
community-academic partnership to address HIV in rural African American communities. Health
Promot Pract, 12(2), 293-302. doi:10.1177/1524839909348766.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3063323/
Rhodes, SD., Tanner, A., Duck, S., Aronson, RE., Alonzo, J., & Garcia, M. et al. Female sex work
within the rural immigrant Latino community in the southeast United States: An exploratory
qualitative community-based participatory research study. Prog Community Health Partnership, 6(4),
417- 427. doi:10.1353/cpr.2012.0054. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3593097/
Suzanne B. Cashman, ScD, Sarah Adeky, BA, Alex J. Allen III, MSA, et al. The Power and the
Promise: Working With Communities to Analyze Data, Interpret Findings, and Get to Outcomes.
Public Health, Aug 2008, vol 98, No 8. Pp. 1407-1417
Minkler, M., Vasquez, VB., W arner, JR., Steussey, H., & Facente, S., (2006). Sowing the seeds for
sustainable change: a community- based participatory research partnership for health promotion in
Indiana, UAS and its aftermath. Health Promotion International, 21(4), 293-300.
http://heapro.oxfordjournals.org/content/21/4/293.long
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Course Requirements & Grading
This course will comprise lectures, films, and in class discussions, all of which are required and
may be possible sources of exam questions. You should complete assigned readings before each
class and actively participate in class discussions and group activities. I will communicate with
students through Canvas or through the official Rollins email system. To avoid missing
important updates about the class, be sure that your email works properly and check your
Rollins email account daily. Do not use an “outside” (non-Rollins) email for this class.
Exams (30%): There will be 2 non-cumulative exams, which will include multiple choice, short
answer, or short essay questions. There will be no make-up exams except in cases of medical
emergency (documentation from a medical professional is required, no exceptions). If you miss
an exam due to a medical emergency, you must contact me before the exam or as soon as
possible after missing it. Make-up exams will be scheduled within one week of the missed test,
and will consist entirely of essay questions. The two exams will count for 30% of the final grade
(i.e., 15% each).
Community-Based Research Project (CE) Project (30%): In this course, you will get out of the
classroom and apply the methods you learn in local contexts. This will occur through a community
engagement project with local non-profit organizations who work to respond to pressing health
problems. Keeping with the expectations of community health, the goal of this project is to not only
engage in a project that provides a meaningful experience to students, but to also work with a
community partner to advance a health-related project.
You will work in groups to partner with an organization and aid them in their identified needs and
ideally get to learn their norms. As part of this community engagement project, you will spend at
minimum 15 hours of outside class time with the community organization. More realistically, you
can expect to engage with your organization weekly during the semester for 1-2 hours per week.
This amount of time is required to satisfy the Rollins College Community Engagement (CE)
requirement associated with this course and some academic programs.
You will need to email your community partner contact by the date listed in the course schedule,
and I will provide suggestions for that contact in class. Your overall grade for the community-based
research project has four components:
1. Group Paper (20%): As a final culmination of your experiences with your community partner,
you will write a final paper as a group that summarizes the activities you engaged in and
provides useful information to the community partner. Think of your papers as mini
community health reports, and in your paper, you should:
a. Describe the organization you worked with. What are their goals, what do they do, and
how long have they been doing their work?
b. Find scholarly literature to situate the work you did and the work of the community
organization. What health problem do they work to address? How has existing
literature discussed this problem?
c. Describe the experiences you had and explain how the work you did relates to major
themes of the course. How did the project you did relate to themes we discussed in
class? Were there theoretical perspectives you learned about in class that became
clearer through your fieldwork?
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Papers should be 10-12 pages in length, must have a proper introduction and conclusion, be
typed, double-spaced, and have one inch margins and 12-point size font. For citations, follow
the
Chicago
style
guide
(author/date
format)
available
online
at
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html. Additional descriptions and requirements
will be discussed in class. Papers must be turned in via Canvas before class on the day they
are due. Late assignments will receive a 10% grade reduction for every day late. Proper
grammar and spelling are essential for these assignments. I encourage you to visit the Tutoring
and Writing Center (located on the second floor of the Olin library) for assistance with
development, organization, flow, and style.
2.

Final Group Presentation (5%): At the end of the semester you will summarize your overall
experiences as a group with the community partner and organization you worked with.
Community partners will be invited to the presentation. You must upload your presentation
to Canvas before class on the day it is due. Late uploads will receive a 10% grade reduction
for every day late.

3. Community Partner Evaluation (5%): Your commitment and the quality of your engagement
is highly important to the community partner you work with. Accordingly, the community
partner will evaluate your level of engagement and 5% of your total grade for the project will
be based on the community partner’s feedback. I will coordinate the evaluation process with
your community partner and your community partner will submit the evaluation to me directly
via email.
Community Engagement Fieldnotes (15%): During the semester, you will keep a fieldnotes
journal based on your community engagement fieldwork. You will have a total of six entries, and all
entries are individual efforts and should not be done with another classmate. All entries are worth 2%
of the overall grade except for entry two, which is worth 5%. All entries must be uploaded to Canvas
before class on the day they are due. Late entries will be reduced by 10% for every day they are late.
Entry 1: Community Engagement Reflection (500 word minimum)
In this entry, you should think about the community organization you will be working with.
What kind of work does the community organization you’re working with do? Why does that
work matter, if at all? What assumptions do you have about the population you might come
across or the organization? What do you already know, and how do you know it? Is there
anything that makes you apprehensive about the project?
Entry 2: Making the Familiar Strange (1500-2000 words)
For this entry, you will use participant observation, a key anthropological method, among a
group of people and describe the sights, sounds, smells, and general feeling of particular
place or social setting. What does the place look like, what are the people like, what do you
see, hear, feel, and think there? Ultimately you are observing a situation and a group of
people, taking part in what they are doing, and writing about the experience. Your
entry should be a combination of description, analysis, and reflection. In your description,
you may want to include details related to place, geography, and ways in which people
interact with space and one another. Your analysis should explain how you make meaning of
what you observe and explain the phenomena around you. You may also want to compare
and contrast what you observe to other settings to provide some comparative context. The
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reflection component should explain how you react to or feel about your observations—
were you uncomfortable? Did what you observe appear strange to you, and most
importantly, why do you think you felt the way you did? Lastly, your entry must include a
selfie in the space where you did this assignment to document your presence.
Entry 3: First Meeting with Community Organization (500 word minimum)
This entry should be dated and provide a description of your overall impressions of the
organization and the person you met. In your entry, consider answering the following
questions: What are your expectations for the work you will be doing this semester? What is
the organization like, what are the people like? What is the organization’s mission and what
do they do? What community do they focus on? Where is the organization located and what
work will you be doing? Does anything make you feel excited or apprehensive about this
work? Why? In your opinion, how does the work of the organization relate to cultural
anthropology?
Entries 4 and 5: Fieldwork Updates (750-1000 words each)
These entries should be dated and include a summary of the work you are doing with your
community partner. In your fieldnotes, describe what you did on a particular day or week,
provide a reflection on that activity, and relate the experience to a larger theme related to the
class or anthropology in general (for example, sex and gender, race, applied anthropology, a
topic we discussed or a film we watched in class). Are there moments that frustrate you,
excite you, or show you something valuable about the work you’re doing or the organization
does?
Entry 6: Final Reflection Memo (500 word minimum):
Your final fieldnotes entry should respond to the following questions: How might your
community engagement work this semester have prepared you for a future job or career?
What have you learned about community health and the issues your community partner
focused on? Think back to your fist fieldwork journal entry. Did your assumptions change?
How? What made them change? Thinking about your group paper, what elements of the
paper are you most satisfied with, and why? What elements are you least satisfied with, and
why? What would you have done differently if you were to do this assignment over again?
What was it like working in a group? Were there challenges? What went well?
3-2-1 Response Papers (15%):
Nearly every day in this class, you will complete and turn in via Canvas a short response to course
readings. Responses should be approximately 300-450 words. These responses are due at the
beginning of class on the day they are assigned and will guide our discussions. Since they are for
guiding our discussions, you may submit an assignment early, but you may not submit one late. There
will be a total of 16 assigned, and you must submit 12. In other words, you will be permitted to skip
4 potential days without having an adverse impact on your grade. Responses papers must include:
3 things you learned from the reading.
2 things you wish you would have learned more about.
1 question you would like to pose to the class.
As part of your responses, you should also engage the content you read. For inspiration on what to
write about, consider these guiding questions: To you, what was the main point or the takeaway from
the reading? What surprised you in this reading, if anything? What new information did you get out
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of it, if any? Is there anything in the reading you would like to think more about? Can you think of
any examples of how to extend the points of the reading to a contemporary or local topic? How can
you put this reading into conversation with other course topics, readings, or ideas you have been
exposed to at Rollins? What’s new? What’s not new? Has anything in this reading shifted your
thinking and if so, how? Since the purpose these assignments is to guide class discussion, late
assignments will not be accepted.
Attendance and Participation (10%)
Class attendance and participation are required and are a part of your overall grade.
Throughout the course we will discuss material that cannot be found in the readings and view
films that will be covered in the exams. Participation is not limited to simply being physically
present in the class; students are expected to actively engage in class discussions. You are
allowed two absences, after which each absence, excused or unexcused, will result in the final
grade being dropped 1/3 of a letter grade for each absence. Accordingly, you should save your
absences for dire emergencies or serious illnesses. SIX ABSENCES WILL RESULT IN
AUTOMATIC FAILURE OF THE CLASS, including the two allowed absences. Arriving late to
class counts as one half of an absence.
Final grade
Your final grade will be calculated as follows:
Two exams (15% each)
3-2-1 Response Papers
Community-Based Participatory Research Project
Fieldnotes
Attendance and Participation
Grading Scale
A+ 98-100
A 92-97
A- 90-91

B+ 88-89
B 82-87
B- 80-81

C+ 78-79
C 72-77
C- 70-71

30%
15%
30%
15%
10%
D+ 68-69
D 62-67
D- 60-61

F <60

Students will be able to track their academic progress using Canvas.
Absence Due to Illness: If you are ill, please stay home, especially if you demonstrate
symptoms of influenza.
Classroom Conduct: You are expected to arrive to class on time. Do not arrive to class late or
leave class early (unless you speak with me and receive permission before class. Cell phones
should be turned off before class. Students who are texting, chatting, or doing work not related
to the course during class time may be asked to leave class. All students are expected to respect
one another. Comments that disparage a student’s race, national origin, religious or spiritual
identity, ethnic identity, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, or ability, are not
acceptable. If you are unsure of what may be considered disrespectful, consult the instructor.
Audio or video recording is not permitted.
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Laptops and tablet devices are allowed but are only to be used for taking notes. Internet
browsers may not be open, and using email, instant messaging systems, Facebook, Twitter, etc,
is not allowed. Students violating these rules will be asked to no longer bring their laptops to
class.
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Form Approved December, 2016 Curriculum
Committee

Section I: Catalog Information
This section serves to identify the course with all relevant information required for a catalog listing. If you are proposing an
RFLA course, there is a separate form for RFLA courses. (insert hyperlink)

Change in Course (i.e. title, pre-req, co-req)

New Course

Remove Course

Department: Health Professions/Anthropology
Course Title: CMH 350: Theoretical Perspectives in Community Health
Transcript title (limited to 30 characters): Theor Persp Comm Health
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor: Nancy Niles/Shan-Estelle Brown
Requested Course Number (please coordinate with Registrar): CMH 200
Number of credits: 4
Lab/studio time

Lab

Lecture

(min/wk)

Catalog Description (50 words or less):
Understanding, researching, and addressing community health needs requires deeply exploring
the myriad root causes of health inequity. In this course, students will engage with theories for
understanding social difference that are directly related to health inequality and drive health
disparities in varying contexts. Paying specific attention to structural racism, policy, economics,
history, and power, students will develop a deeper understanding of why and how health
disparities persist, better suiting them to consider avenues of social change.

Grading:

standard letter grade

Is this course repeatable for credit:
Prerequisites: CMH 350

credit/no credit
Y

N
Co-requisites:

Course counts toward the Community Health major/minor concentration

Y

N (please specify why)

Course is part of required core for major in Community Health per proposal.

PLEASE PROVIDE A REDLINE CATALOG AND MAJOR/MINOR MAP
Course restrictions, if any

Fr

So

Jr

Sr

Graduate

Section II: Credit Hour Statement for Courses Meeting 150 Minutes Weekly for Four Credit Hours during 15Week Semesters
This course is a four-credit-hour course that meets three hours per week. The value of four credit hours results from work
expected of enrolled students both inside and outside the classroom. Rollins faculty require that students average at
least three hours of outside work for every hour of scheduled class time. Please identify the student activity. In this
course, the additional outside-of-class expectations are [please fill in what this course requires, e.g., fieldwork, research,
experiential education, small-group projects, etc. PLEASE ATTACH A SYLLABUS]:
See attached
Section III: Course Rationale - New & Change in Course
Briefly (one paragraph) describe the advantages in adding or changing this course to the Rollins College offerings. If
applicable, describe how this course advances one or more aspects of the Rollins mission (global citizenship, responsible
leadership, productive career, meaningful life)

This course allows students to deeply examine theories related to health disparities. Through
readings, presentations, and papers, students will apply their theoretical knowledge to a topic of
their choice to demonstrate how their own work will be informed by existing theoretical
paradigms

Section IV: Curricular Impact- New & Change in Course
Information in this section will aid Curriculum Committee in evaluating the enrollment and staffing implications of the
new course proposed.

How often will this course be offered?
Rarely

Every 2yr

Every yr

During which semester are you hoping to first offer the course?

Every semester

More than 1/semester

Spring 2023

Does this course overlap with other courses being offered across campus? If so, which course(s), and what impact do you
anticipate?
No

Section V: Academic Standards
Information in this section will aid the Curriculum Committee to verify that the new course meets the norms of academic
rigor expected at Rollins College.

How does this course relate to the area of specialization of the sponsoring faculty and/or the faculty members expected to
teach the course?
Those teaching this course will be expected to have expertise in the areas of public health, community health, and/or
global health.

What are the learning outcomes for this class?
Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon completing this course, students will be able to:
1. Identify theories useful in understanding “root causes” of health inequality
2. Describe political economy of health, biopolitics, critical race theory, and other important
theoretical paradigms.
3. Critique main propositions of theories learned in the course.
4. Apply theoretical concepts to research and synthesize key theoretical findings with
empirical results.

What methods will you use to evaluate whether the learning outcomes have been met?
Attendance and Participation 10%
Analytical Summaries 35%
Leading Seminar 30%
Final Papers 25%
Grading Scale
A+ 98-100 B+ 88-89 C+ 78-79 D+ 68-69 F <60
A 92-97 B 82-87 C 72-77 D 62-67
A- 90-91 B- 80-81 C- 70-71 D- 60-61

Section VI: Additional Information (Optional)
Use this section to provide any other pertinent information or explication. You may also use this section to describe nonstandard scheduling or credits (Section I). Normally, this section will be left blank.

Section VII: General Education Requirements
Instructors who wish their course to meet a general education requirement for the Holt curriculum must fill out a separate
General Education Designation Request form, and submit it with this form to the registrar for submission to Curriculum
Committee. General Education Designations are approved for a particular course and instructor. New instructors of
existing courses will need to apply for General Education Designation.
Is a General Education Designation being requested for this course and this instructor? If yes, which?
Hamilton Holt Gen Ed Designations:
____ Expressive Arts (HART)

____ Writing

____ Quantitative Methods (HQT)

____ Scientific Perspective (HSCI

____ Literature (HLIT)

____ Global Citizenship (HGC)

____ Leadership/Civic Knowledge (HLCK)

CLA ONLY Competency:
____ Health & Wellness (BCMP)

____ Mathematical (MCMP)

____ Writing (WCMP)

____ Ethical Reasoning (ECMP)

____ Foreign Language (FCMP)

Competencies must be approved by the appropriate Competency Faculty Director.

Electronic signatures permitted. Faculty sponsor should submit the form with the Department Chair/Program Coordinator
and any Competency Faculty Director signatures required. Curriculum Committee will provide the remaining signatures.

Section VIII: Approvals
Include signature and date:
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor:
Department Chair or Program Coordinator:
Competency Faculty Director:

CMH 350:Theoretical Perspectives in Community Health

Course Description
Understanding, researching, and addressing community health needs requires deeply exploring
the myriad root causes of health inequity. In this course, students will engage with theories for
understanding social difference that are directly related to health inequality and drive health
disparities in varying contexts. Paying specific attention to structural racism, policy, economics,
history, and power, students will develop a deeper understanding of why and how health
disparities persist, better suiting them to consider avenues of social change.

Course Objectives
This course allows students to deeply examine theories related to health disparities. Through
readings, presentations, and papers, students will apply their theoretical knowledge to a topic of
their choice to demonstrate how their own work will be informed by existing theoretical
paradigms.

Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon completing this course, students will be able to:
1. Identify theories useful in understanding “root causes” of health inequality
2. Describe political economy of health, biopolitics, critical race theory, and other important
theoretical paradigms.
3. Critique main propositions of theories learned in the course.
4. Apply theoretical concepts to research and synthesize key theoretical findings with
empirical results.

Readings
This course has several required readings, including selections from books and peer-reviewed
articles. Assigning readings are listed on the course calendar.

Methods of Evaluation
Students in this course will be evaluated based on participation, writing assignments, leading
course seminars, and completing a course research project. Final grades will be determined
based on the following:

Course Participation: Actively attending class and having prepared for the week.
Analytical Summaries: Students will provide weekly analytical summaries of the readings that
synthesize main concepts, critique theoretical and methodological choices, and propose novel
approaches to doing similar work. These assignments should demonstrate critical engagement
with the readings and not simply summarize the articles.
Leading Course Seminars: Once during the semester, students will lead the course seminar in a
small group of 3-4. This entails having thoroughly read the assigned readings and preparing a
small presentation that summarizes critical points and sparks discussion. The purpose of leading
the course seminar is to promote engaging dialogue and thought.
Final Paper: Students will write a final paper that applies a theoretical lens to a health topic of
their choice.

Evaluation Criteria
Course participation (10%): As a discussion seminar, attendance and active participation are
important components of this course. Students must complete the day’s assigned readings and
attend class to contribute to the discussion. Excessive absences will impact the course
participation grade.
Analytical Summaries (35%): Analytical summaries will be evaluated based on their critical
engagement of readings. Papers must be clearly written, organized, and free of grammatical and
spelling mistakes. Characteristics of an A grade include papers that are free from spelling and
grammatical errors, have logical sequence with an introduction and conclusion, synthesize main
arguments from the readings, and provide a critical response to the reading with the option of
putting readings in dialogue with other scholarly work. Students will choose which week they
intent on turning in analytical summaries, and must complete at least five. Summaries must be
3-5 pages, double spaced, using standard margins and font.
Leading Course Seminars (30%): Students will work in small groups of 3-4 to lead a course
discussion for 50—75% of the course meeting time. Leading course seminars will be graded
based on the group’s overall preparation, ability to promote and sustain course discussion,
methods used in sparking discussion and debate, quality of discussion questions, content used for
the seminar, and overall communication skills. Characteristics of an A grade include facilitating
discussion for at least half the course time, adding a new dimension not discussed in the
readings, having a prepared discussion outline and method for stimulating discussion, using
multimedia resources, and clearly presenting information.
Presenters should:
• Consider using software such as PowerPoint to guide presentation and discussion.
• Structure presentation by themes that tie together several articles, rather than going
through each article one by one.
• Locate the readings’ health perspective (or lack thereof). Provide a critique based on
previous course readings or suggestions from reviews.
• Propose a series of discussion questions to the class and work to include everyone in
the discussion.
• Keep an eye on the clock and direct the flow of discussion.
Presenters should not:

•
•
•

Split up readings amongst yourselves; all presenters should be prepared to talk about
the readings as a complete set.
Spend excessive time summarizing the articles one by one. Remember, we have all
read them already – take the discussion to the next level.
Use too much text on slides or having too many slides for the allotted time.

Final Paper (25%)
Individually, each student will apply a theoretical paradigm to a health topic of their choice. The
paper should:
1) Provide an overview of the health problem chosen.
2) Describe existing theoretical approaches to examining and addressing the problem.
3) Critique existing approaches.
4) Suggest how the student will apply in a novel way a theoretical perspective to examine
this problem.
5) Hypothesize potential outcomes and findings of using a theoretical perspective in the
proposed way applied to the health topic chosen.
Students will submit components of the paper to check for progress on weeks indicated in the
course calendar.
Grading Scale
A+ 98-100
A 92-97
A- 90-91

B+ 88-89
B 82-87
B- 80-81

C+ 78-79
C 72-77
C- 70-71

D+ 68-69
D 62-67
D- 60-61

F <60

Course Schedule (Subject to change):
Week 1: Introduction
Course overview
Chose presentation dates
Week 2: Debating how to Theorize: Structure Versus Agency
Readings:
Williams, Gareth H. "The determinants of health: structure, context and agency."
Sociology of Health & Illness 25, no. 3 (2003): 131-154.
Frohlich, Katherine L., and Louise Potvin. "Commentary: Structure or agency? The
importance of both for addressing social inequalities in health." International Journal of
Epidemiology 39, no. 2 (2010): 378-379.
Frohlich, Katherine L., Ellen Corin, and Louise Potvin. "A theoretical proposal for the
relationship between context and disease." Sociology of health & illness 23, no. 6 (2001):
776-797.

(Selections) Glanz, Karen, Barbara K. Rimer, and Kasisomayajula Viswanath, eds.
Health behavior and health education: theory, research, and practice. John Wiley &
Sons, 2008.
Week 3: Systems Approaches to Health Inequality
Due: Preliminary Paper Topics Idea
Readings:
The Social-Ecological Model: A Framework for Prevention:
http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/overview/social-ecologicalmodel.html
Roux, AV Diez. "Complex systems thinking and current impasses in health disparities
research." American Journal of Public Health 101, no. 9 (2011): 1627-1634.
Krieger, Nancy. "Theories for social epidemiology in the 21st century: an ecosocial
perspective." International journal of epidemiology 30, no. 4 (2001): 668-677.
Marmot, Michael. "Multilevel approaches to understanding social determinants." Social
epidemiology (2000): 349-367.
Kawachi, Ichiro, and Lisa Berkman. "Social cohesion, social capital, and health." Social
epidemiology (2000): 174-190.
Week 4: Political Economy Part 1
Readings:
(Selections) Marx, Karl. The Marx-Engels reader. Vol. 4. New York: Norton, 1972.
Baer, Hans A., Merrill Singer, and John H. Johnsen. "Toward a critical medical
anthropology." Social science & medicine 23, no. 2 (1986): 95-98.
(Selections) Singer, Merrill, and Arachu Castro, eds. Unhealthy health policy: A critical
anthropological examination. Rowman Altamira, 2004.
Week 5: Political Economy Part 2
Readings:
(Selections) Harvey, David. A brief history of neoliberalism. Oxford University Press,
2005.
(Selections) Singer, Merrill, and Arachu Castro, eds. Unhealthy health policy: A critical
anthropological examination. Rowman Altamira, 2004.

Maskovsky, Jeff. "“Managing” the poor: Neoliberalism, medicaid HMOs and the triumph
of consumerism among the poor." Medical Anthropology 19, no. 2 (2000): 121-146.
Week 6: Political Economy Part 3
Readings:
(Selections) Navarro, Vicente. The political economy of social inequalities: consequences
for health and quality of life. Baywood Pub Co, 2000.
O'Daniel, A. A. (2008). "Pushing Poverty to the Periphery: HIV-Positive African
American Women's Health Needs, the Ryan White Care Act, and a Political Economy of
Service Provision." Transforming Anthropology 16(2): 112-127.
Singer, Merrill, Freddie Valentin, Hans Baer, and Zhongke Jia. "Why does Juan Garcia
have a drinking problem? The perspective of critical medical anthropology." Medical
Anthropology 14, no. 1 (1992): 77-108.
(Selections) Dawes, Daniel E. The political determinants of health. Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2020.
Week 7: Critical Race Theory
Due: Paper Outline and Bibliography
Readings:
(Selections) Crenshaw, Kimberlé. Critical race theory: The key writings that formed the
movement. The New Press, 1995.
Week 8: Intersectionality: Part 1
Readings:
Crenshaw, Kimberle. "Mapping the margins: Intersectionality, identity politics, and
violence against women of color." Stanford law review (1991): 1241-1299.
Davis, Kathy. "Intersectionality as buzzword A sociology of science perspective on what
makes a feminist theory successful." Feminist theory 9, no. 1 (2008): 67-85.
Brah, Avtar, and Ann Phoenix. "Ain’t IA Woman? Revisiting Intersectionality." Journal
of International Women's Studies 5, no. 3 (2013): 75-86.
Valentine, Gill. "Theorizing and Researching Intersectionality: A Challenge for Feminist
Geography*." The professional geographer 59, no. 1 (2007): 10-21.
Hankivsky, Olena. "Women’s health, men’s health, and gender and health: Implications
of intersectionality." Social science & medicine 74, no. 11 (2012): 1712-1720.

Week 9: Intersectionality: Part 2
Readings:
(Selections) Mullings, Leith, and Amy J. Schulz. Intersectionality and Health: An
Introduction. Jossey-Bass, 2006.
Bauer, Greta R. "Incorporating intersectionality theory into population health research
methodology: Challenges and the potential to advance health equity." Social science &
medicine 110 (2014): 10-17.
Rogers, Jamie, and Ursula A. Kelly. "Feminist intersectionality: Bringing social justice to
health disparities research." Nursing Ethics 18, no. 3 (2011): 397-407.
Week 10: Biopolitics Part 1
Readings:
(Selections) Foucault, Michel. "The history of sexuality. Volume one: An introduction."
(1980).
(Selections) Foucault, Michel, Mauro Bertani, Alessandro Fontana, François Ewald, and
David Macey. " Society Must Be Defended": Lectures at the Collège de France, 19751976. Vol. 1. Macmillan, 2003.
(Selections) Whitmarsh, Ian, and David S. Jones. What's the use of race?: modern
governance and the biology of difference. MIT press, 2010.
Week 11: Biopolitics Part 2
Readings:
(Selections) McWhorter, Ladelle. Racism and sexual oppression in Anglo-America: A
genealogy. Indiana University Press, 2009.
Krieger, Nancy, and Elizabeth Fee. "Man-made medicine and women's health: the
biopolitics of sex/gender and race/ethnicity." International Journal of Health Services 24,
no. 2 (1994): 265-283.
Fries, Christopher J. "Governing the health of the hybrid self: Integrative medicine,
neoliberalism, and the shifting biopolitics of subjectivity." Health Sociology Review 17,
no. 4 (2008): 353-367.
Week 12: Biopolitics Part 3
Readings:

(Selections) Agamben, Giorgio. Homo sacer: Sovereign power and bare life. Stanford
University Press, 1998.
Mansfield, Becky. "Race and the new epigenetic biopolitics of environmental health."
BioSocieties 7, no. 4 (2012): 352-372.
Ikemoto, Lisa C. "In the shadow of race: Women of color in health disparities policy."
UC Davis L. Rev. 39 (2005): 1023.
Kuzawa, Christopher W., and Elizabeth Sweet. "Epigenetics and the embodiment of race:
developmental origins of US racial disparities in cardiovascular health." Am J Hum Biol
21, no. 1 (2009): 2-15.
Week 13: Phenomenology and Critical Phenomenology
Readings:
(Selections) Good, Byron. Medicine, rationality and experience: an anthropological
perspective. No. 1990. Cambridge University Press, 1994.
Scheper-Hughes, Nancy, and Margaret M. Lock. "The mindful body: A prolegomenon to
future work in medical anthropology." Medical anthropology quarterly (1987): 6-41.
Lopez, Kay A., and Danny G. Willis. "Descriptive versus interpretive phenomenology:
Their contributions to nursing knowledge." Qualitative health research 14, no. 5 (2004):
726-735.
Willen, Sarah S. "Toward a critical phenomenology of “illegality”: State power,
criminalization, and abjectivity among undocumented migrant workers in Tel Aviv,
Israel." International migration 45, no. 3 (2007): 8-38.
Week 14: Embodiment
Readings:
Adelson, Naomi. "The embodiment of inequity: Health disparities in Aboriginal Canada."
Canadian Journal of Public Health/Revue Canadienne de Sante'e Publique (2005): S45S61.
Gravlee, Clarence C. "How race becomes biology: embodiment of social inequality."
American journal of physical anthropology 139, no. 1 (2009): 47-57.
Lende, Daniel H., and Alicia Lachiondo. "Embodiment and breast cancer among African
American women." Qualitative Health Research 19, no. 2 (2009): 216-228.
Roen, Katrina. "Intersex embodiment: when health care means maintaining binary sexes."
Sexual Health 1, no. 3 (2004): 127-130.

Krieger, Nancy, and George Davey Smith. "“Bodies count,” and body counts: social
epidemiology and embodying inequality." Epidemiologic reviews 26, no. 1 (2004): 92103.
Krieger, Nancy. "Methods for the scientific study of discrimination and health: an
ecosocial approach." American journal of public health 102, no. 5 (2012): 936-944.
Week 15: Present Final Papers
Due: Draft final paper for peer review
Week 16 (Final Exam week)
Due: Final Paper
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Section I: Catalog Information
This section serves to identify the course with all relevant information required for a catalog listing. If you are proposing an
RFLA course, there is a separate form for RFLA courses. (insert hyperlink)

Change in Course (i.e. title, pre-req, co-req)

New Course

Remove Course

Department: Health Professions/Anthropology
Course Title: CMH 497: Community Health Practicum
Transcript title (limited to 30 characters): Comm Health Practicum
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor: Nancy Niles/Shan-Estelle Brown
Requested Course Number (please coordinate with Registrar): CMH 497
Number of credits: 4
Lab/studio time

Lab

Lecture

(min/wk)

Catalog Description (50 words or less):
In this course, students will apply foundational concepts in community health through an internship experience
with a community-based organization that works to address pressing health problems locally.
Grading:

standard letter grade

Is this course repeatable for credit:
Prerequisites: None

credit/no credit
Y

N
Co-requisites:

Course counts toward the Community Health major/minor concentration

Y

Course is part of required core for major in Community Health per proposal.

PLEASE PROVIDE A REDLINE CATALOG AND MAJOR/MINOR MAP

N (please specify why)

Course restrictions, if any

Fr

So

Jr

Sr

Graduate

Section II: Credit Hour Statement for Courses Meeting 150 Minutes Weekly for Four Credit Hours during 15Week Semesters
This course is a four-credit-hour course that meets three hours per week. The value of four credit hours results from work
expected of enrolled students both inside and outside the classroom. Rollins faculty require that students average at
least three hours of outside work for every hour of scheduled class time. Please identify the student activity. In this
course, the additional outside-of-class expectations are [please fill in what this course requires, e.g., fieldwork, research,
experiential education, small-group projects, etc. PLEASE ATTACH A SYLLABUS]:
See attached
Section III: Course Rationale - New & Change in Course
Briefly (one paragraph) describe the advantages in adding or changing this course to the Rollins College offerings. If
applicable, describe how this course advances one or more aspects of the Rollins mission (global citizenship, responsible
leadership, productive career, meaningful life)

The course is designed to provide a capstone experience for students in the Community Health major to:
• Apply principles learned in the classroom to professional settings
• Describe how community health topics play out in real-world settings
• Explain how your coursework and experience provided you professional and interpersonal skills relevant for
your career

Section IV: Curricular Impact- New & Change in Course
Information in this section will aid Curriculum Committee in evaluating the enrollment and staffing implications of the
new course proposed.

How often will this course be offered?
Rarely

Every 2yr

Every yr

During which semester are you hoping to first offer the course?

Every semester

More than 1/semester

Spring 2023

Does this course overlap with other courses being offered across campus? If so, which course(s), and what impact do you
anticipate?
No

Section V: Academic Standards
Information in this section will aid the Curriculum Committee to verify that the new course meets the norms of academic
rigor expected at Rollins College.

How does this course relate to the area of specialization of the sponsoring faculty and/or the faculty members expected to
teach the course?
Those teaching this course will be expected to have expertise in the areas of public health, community health, and/or
global health.

What are the learning outcomes for this class?
Student Learning Outcomes:
• Apply principles learned in the classroom to professional settings
• Describe how community health topics play out in real-world settings
• Explain how your coursework and experience provided you professional and interpersonal skills relevant for
your career

What methods will you use to evaluate whether the learning outcomes have been met?
Organizational Intro Paper
Mock Interview Assignment
Reflective Journal (4)
Site Visit
Community Partner Eval
Internship Hours
Final Reflection Paper

75 pts
75 pts
100 pts
50 pts
50 pts
50 pts
100 pts

Total points

500 pts

Section VI: Additional Information (Optional)
Use this section to provide any other pertinent information or explication. You may also use this section to describe nonstandard scheduling or credits (Section I). Normally, this section will be left blank.

Section VII: General Education Requirements
Instructors who wish their course to meet a general education requirement for the Holt curriculum must fill out a separate
General Education Designation Request form, and submit it with this form to the registrar for submission to Curriculum
Committee. General Education Designations are approved for a particular course and instructor. New instructors of
existing courses will need to apply for General Education Designation.
Is a General Education Designation being requested for this course and this instructor? If yes, which?
Hamilton Holt Gen Ed Designations:
____ Expressive Arts (HART)

____ Writing

____ Quantitative Methods (HQT)

____ Scientific Perspective (HSCI

____ Literature (HLIT)

____ Global Citizenship (HGC)

____ Leadership/Civic Knowledge (HLCK)

CLA ONLY Competency:
____ Health & Wellness (BCMP)

____ Mathematical (MCMP)

____ Writing (WCMP)

____ Ethical Reasoning (ECMP)

____ Foreign Language (FCMP)

Competencies must be approved by the appropriate Competency Faculty Director.

Electronic signatures permitted. Faculty sponsor should submit the form with the Department Chair/Program Coordinator
and any Competency Faculty Director signatures required. Curriculum Committee will provide the remaining signatures.

Section VIII: Approvals
Include signature and date:
Faculty Sponsor/Instructor:
Department Chair or Program Coordinator:
Competency Faculty Director:

CMH 497: Community Health Practicum
“An internship is any carefully monitored work or service experience in which an individual has intentional
learning goals and reflects actively on what he or she is learning throughout the experience.”
The National Society for Experiential Education

CAMPUS CONTACTS:

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
In this course, students will apply foundational concepts in community health through an internship experience
with a community-based organization that works to address pressing health problems locally. Upon completing
this course and the internship, you will be able to:
• Apply principles learned in the classroom to professional settings
• Describe how community health topics play out in real-world settings
• Explain how your coursework and experience provided you professional and interpersonal skills relevant for
your career

CANVAS CLASSROOM:
All students will be registered on Canvas. Canvas is considered a virtual extension of the classroom where all course
information and assignments should be posted and submitted. A forms library is available in Canvas if a paper form is
needed. Also, check your Rollins email often for course updates. Finally, it is recommended that students visit Canvas
at least twice per/ week to complete assignments.
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ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP GRADE CALCULATION
In order to make an accurate and complete assessment of each student’s efforts and abilities, course grades
are determined by a variety of measures. Credit (CR) or No Credit (NC) will be the final grade for the
course. 75 % and higher will merit a CR for the course. However, completion of the registered internship
hours, a satisfactory Community Partner Evaluation, and the Final Reflection Paper are mandatory to
receive academic credit for the course. No late or make-up assignments will be accepted without prior
permission from the Instructor. All grades will be posted in the Canvas Grade Book.
MEASURE
Internship Learning
Assignments

EXPLANATION

•
•

Organizational Introductory Paper
Mock Interview Assignment

75 pts.
75 pts.

Reflective Journals

•

(4) Reflective Journals

100 pts.

Internship
Performance

• Site Visit
• Community Partner Evaluation
• Internship Hours
100 pts.
• Final Reflection Paper

Final Paper

TOTAL

50 pts.
50 pts.
50 pts
100 pts.

Points assigned = 500 pts.

ORGANIZATIONAL INTRODUCTORY PAPER
PURPOSE OF ORG. INTRODUCTORY PAPER:
An Organizational Introductory Paper describes the organization as a whole and your place within the
organization.
GUIDELINES FOR WRITING ORG. INTRODUCTORY PAPER:
The following guidelines will be strictly enforced. Late papers will not be accepted. The student will be
required to rewrite the paper if they do not adhere to the guidelines. Rewrites must be submitted within 24
hours after notification or the student will receive a 5-point deduction for every day that it is late.
The Organizational Introductory Paper is due on February 22nd. Introductory Paper should be a minimum
of two (2) pages, typed and double-spaced, with Times New Roman text, 1” margins, and 12-point font.
The Introductory Paper must address the topics below, and use “headings” to divide each topic within your
paper (i.e. Mission; Client/ Customers; Products/ Services; Key Personnel; My Exposure):
•
•
•
•
•

The mission of the organization
The clients/customers of the organization
The product/service of the organization
The key individuals with whom you will be working
Areas of the organization to which you will be exposed
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GRADING OF ORGANIZATIONAL. INTRODUCTORY PAPER: 75 points
The Organizational Introductory Paper is required to receive credit for the course.
Satisfactory assessment of the Organizational Introductory Paper is based on:
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive background knowledge relating to the internship organization (i.e. Mission,
Clients/Services, problem of focus).
Clear understanding of your role/ responsibilities, and that of others you will be working with.
An understanding of what you will be exposed to throughout the experience.
Adherence to the writing guidelines for Org. Introductory Paper & timely completion.

REFLECTIVE JOURNALS 100 points
PURPOSE OF REFLECTIVE JOURNALS:
The Reflective Journals are the primary place for demonstrating meaningful reflection as you address the
Learning Objectives; resolve problems and challenges, and document observations and feelings relating to
your internship. The goals of the reflective journal are:
•
•
•

To provide a forum for deep reflection on the internship experience (i.e. observations, projects/
tasks, challenges, etc.).
To provide an opportunity to highlight the progress towards achieving the intern’s Learning
Objectives.
To provide a venue for the Internship Instructor’s constant monitoring, coaching, and assessment of
the internship experience.

GUIDELINES FOR WRITING REFLECTIVE JOURNALS:

The following guidelines will be strictly enforced. Late papers will not be accepted. The student will be
required to rewrite the journal if they do not adhere to the guidelines. Rewrites must be submitted within 24
hours after notification or the student will receive a 5-point deduction for every day that it is late.
Reflective Journals should be a minimum 300 words, typed and double-spaced, with Times New Roman
text, 1” margins, and 12-point font. The journal must address the topics below, and use “headings” to
divide each reflection topic within your journal (i.e. Specific Tasks; Learning Objectives; Challenges &
Resolutions; etc.):
• Specifics about jobs/tasks/projects accomplished, and how classroom knowledge has helped
accomplish those goals?
• Progress towards achieving Learning Objectives; what did you learn and how did you learn it?
• Problems encountered with job assignments or work environment, and efforts towards resolution.
• Describe what is most impressive about your internship to date.
• Expectations for the following weeks.
Tip: It is recommended that you keep a daily log that documents your experience. Set aside at least 20
minutes, preferably at the same time each day, to write. Make writing in the journal a “habit”, or the
weeks will fly by and you will have little record of your experience for future reflection. Consider
addressing the following questions daily:
1. What did I learn today?
2. What challenges or frustrations did I encounter today?
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3. How did I use critical thinking or problem-solving to address this issue?
Please make certain that the Internship Instructor receives the journal byy11:59 pm on the dates indicated
below:
•
•
•
•

Reflective Journal # 1 – due March 1st
Reflective Journal # 2 – due March 15th
Reflective Journal # 3 – due April 5th
Reflective Journal #4 – due April 30th

GRADING OF REFLECTIVE JOURNALS:
Satisfactory assessments of the Reflective Journal are based on:
• Evidence of thoughtful reflection, critical thinking, problem solving, complex interpretation.
• Consistent reference towards achieving the Learning Objectives.
• Demonstrated awareness of self in the work environment and the role of others.
• Adherence to the writing guidelines for Reflective Journals & timely completion.

TIME SHEETS
PURPOSE OF TIME SHEETS:
The purpose of the time sheet is to help monitor the student’s contact hours at the internship site. The more
contact that you have at the internship site; there is a greater opportunity for you to learn more about the
organization, industry, and/ or career field. This can be completed using Excel.

GUIDELINES FOR THE TIME SHEETS:

The following guidelines will be strictly enforced.
At the top of each reflective journal students are expected to include a cumulative count of all hours
worked up until that date.
It is the student’s responsibility to keep an accurate account of the time spent at the job site or in job related
activities. Travel time to and from the internship is not to be included in the hours. Generally, lunches are
not included, however, if the lunch is a “working” lunch, then the student may report those hours. All
required internship hours must be completed by 11:59 pm on May 7th. If the required internship hours are
completed prior to the end of the semester, the student is still responsible for completing the academic
assignments by the due dates.
The student must work at the internship site or in job related activities off-site, for a minimum of 40 hours
per/ registered course credit (see chart below):
ACADEMIC
CREDITS
2
3
4

INTERNSHIP HOURS
PER/ WEEK
6-8
9-11
12-15

TOTAL INTERNSHIP
HOURS
80
120
160

Tip: It is recommended that you keep a daily log that documents your internship hours. At the
conclusion of the semester you will be required to turn in documentation of all hours worked throughout the
semester.
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The student’s internship site supervisor will be asked to include the student’s total hours worked in both
their mid-term and final evaluations. For that reason, it is imperative the student provides their supervisor
with an accurate account of their hours throughout their internship.

Site Visit, Meeting, or Call with Internship Supervisor:
PURPOSE OF SITE VISIT, MEETING, OR CALL:
The faculty supervisor will have a site visit, meeting, or call with the supervisor to discuss the work and
goals for the rest of the semester. The goals are:
•
•

To gather systematic feedback on the progress of the internship to date.
To reassess and plan for the second half of the internship.

GRADING OF SITE VISIT:
The evaluation is part of your Internship Performance measure and worth a total of 50 points.

EMPLOYER & STUDENT EVALUATIONS
PURPOSE OF THE EVALUATIONS:

The evaluations are assessment tools for the Site Supervisor and Student to provide their feedback
regarding the internship experience. The Site Supervisor is strongly encouraged to discuss the
evaluation with the student.
GUIDELINES FOR THE EVALUATIONS:
The following guidelines will be strictly enforced.
Electronic evaluations are now available for the Employer and Student Performance Evaluation forms. An
email link to access the evaluation will be sent to both the Site Supervisor and the student within the final 23 weeks of the internship. Both evaluations are required to receive course credit, and it must be submitted
with your final paper on or before May 3rd at noon.
It is the student's responsibility to ensure that
the Site Supervisor has completed a Performance Evaluation on their behalf. Please remember that you
must receive an overall satisfactory evaluation to receive academic credit for the internship course. Finally,
it is strongly encouraged that you write a “Thank You” letter to your Site Supervisor for the internship
experience. Please contact your Internship Instructor or the Office of Career Services if you need
information on how to write a “Thank You” letter.
GRADING OF EVALUATIONS:
The Employer Evaluation is part of your Internship Performance measure, which is worth 50 points of
your grade. A satisfactory rating from your Site Supervisor is required to receive credit for the course,
and the Employer Evaluation is worth a total of 30 points. The Student Evaluation is part of your Final
Paper. The Student Evaluation is worth 50 points of the 100 points of your paper.
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MOCK INTERVIEW ASSIGNMENT
For this assignment you will be asked to reflect on your experience in relation to how you would discuss
your experience in an interview setting. The instructor will provide a list of potential interview questions for
you to answer. You will videotape yourself on your phone and upload to the Canvas inbox. This should
be completed by May 1st. it is worth 75 points.
GUIDELINES FOR THE MOCK INTERVIEW ASSIGNMENT:
Using this tool students will perform a mock interview articulating their skills and experiences gained
during their internship and Rollins experience. Each answer must thoroughly explain a learning experience
from their internship and how it relates back to the interview question.

FINAL REFLECTION PAPER
PURPOSE OF THE FINAL REFLECTION PAPER:
Where the Reflective Journals are your ongoing record of specific analysis, the final paper provides an
opportunity to reflect on the entire internship experience. The final reflection paper should summarize your
learning, assess overall success in achieving your Learning Objectives, and highlight any additional insights
about the organization or career field. The goals of the final reflection paper are:
•
•

To provide an opportunity for the student to reflect on and synthesize the full experience, and to
analyze personal and professional effectiveness.
To facilitate closure of the internship experience.

GUIDELINES FOR THE FINAL REFLECTION PAPER:
The following guidelines will be strictly enforced. Late papers will not be accepted. The student will be
required to rewrite the final paper if they do not adhere to the guidelines. Rewrites must be submitted
within 24 hours after notification or the student will receive a 50-point deduction for every day that it is late.
Prior to completing the final paper, you must complete the Final Paper Quiz in Canvas. The Final
Reflection Paper is due May 3rd. The Final Reflection Paper should be a 750 words, typed and doublespaced, with Arial text, 1” margins, and 12-point font. The final paper must address the topics below, and
use “headings” to divide each reflection topic within your paper (i.e. Company’s Strengths & Weaknesses;
Learning Objectives; Challenges & Resolutions; etc.):
The final paper must include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your observations of the organization’s strengths and weaknesses
Your perceived strengths and weaknesses
What was your biggest challenge during this internship?
What skills do you wish you had acquired before beginning this internship that would have made it
easier for you to complete assigned tasks?
How were you able to apply classroom knowledge to your internship experience?
How can you (or other interns) utilize this experience when re-entering the classroom or
workplace?
What characteristics would the ideal intern possess to excel at this internship site?
How has this internship solidified or changed your career focus?

If a student is receiving major or minor credit for the internship, it is the student's responsibility to discuss
additional requirements with the respective department or program chair.
GRADING OF FINAL REFLECTION PAPER:
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The Final Reflection worth 100 pts.
Satisfactory assessment of the Final Reflection Paper is based on:
•
•
•

Demonstrated ability to synthesize and analyze the experience.
Demonstrated awareness of self as an experiential learner.
Adherence to the Final Paper guidelines.
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Bachelor’s in Public Health
Prepared for the Hamilton Holt
School at Rollins College
July 2020

In the following report, Hanover assesses demand for
bachelor’s degree programs in Public Health, specifically
highlighting demand trends within Florida and the
Southeast. This report includes an examination of
student and labor market demand, and an analysis of
potential competitor programs.

Executive Summary
Degree Completions Analysis
Labor Market Analysis
Competitor Analysis

HIGHER EDUCATION

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on an analysis of degree completions, labor market demand, and market competitors, Hanover recommends that Rollins College Hamilton Holt School:

Most of the proposed program’s Florida competitors are major public universities that offer accelerated bachelor’s-to-master’s pathways for their bachelor’s
in public health students. On the other hand, few of the bachelor’s programs offered by small liberal arts institutions within Rollins’s broader region offer this
type of integrated bachelors-to-master’s progression. If Rollins were to develop such an option for its Holt School program it could be competitive with
regional offerings at large universities and help to distinguish its program from programs offered by smaller institutions.

Most bachelor’s programs offered by major universities, including three of the four largest Florida competitors, are CEPH-accredited. Few programs offered
by the smaller colleges and universities included in the benchmarking analysis have obtained CEPH accreditation. Given that Rollin’s MPH is “designed to
meet the requirements of the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH)” (Graduate Catalog, 122), the College may wish to consider seeking
accreditation to increase its competitiveness in the discipline.

While national and regional student demand indicators are promising and new programs appear to be attracting students in Florida, the statewide market is
becoming more competitive. For instance, University of Florida and UF Online are offering a fast-growing public health-aligned bachelor’s program in
community health. Florida Gulf Coast University recently suspended its Bachelor of Science in Community Health, which had 73 conferrals in 2018. The
university has referred interested students to its new Bachelor of Science in Public Health, which graduated its first cohort in 2019. Given that other
institutions have also recognized bachelor’s degrees in public health as a strong prospect, Rollins should endeavor to act quickly if it plans to compete.

HIGHER EDUCATION

KEY FINDINGS

While student demand is strong and smaller Florida programs have been
able to compete with established ones, the statewide market for degrees
is growing more saturated. Many of these new programs have only begun
conferring degrees within the past five years. While new competitors like
for-profit South University remain small, expanded offerings at University
of Florida and UF Online are growing rapidly. Moreover, a new program at
Florida Gulf Coast University conferred its first bachelor’s degrees in 2019.
Graduates of a bachelor’s program in public health should find a strong
relevant job market across geographic levels. Demand for medical and
health services managers is expected to be particularly strong, though
employment opportunities in smaller occupations like community health
workers are expected to grow more quickly.
Benchmarked programs in Florida tend to be accredited by the Council
on Education for Public Health (CEPH) and offer their degrees with a 4+1
style pathway to a master’s degree. Meanwhile, most benchmarked
programs offered by liberal arts institutions in the Southeast are not
CEPH-accredited and do not offer accelerated MPH tracks.
Benchmarked programs do not put a strong emphasis on health
leadership, so Holt can distinguish itself by adding a “Health Leadership”
concentration and drawing from its existing Health Services Leadership
program. Among benchmarked competitors only the University of South
Florida Health Scholars program has a similar leadership emphasis.

HIGHER EDUCATION

Labor Market Growth Rate, 2016-2026

There are relatively few bachelor’s-level public health programs in
Florida, and student demand for such programs is strong regionally and
nationally. Historically, the bachelor’s level market in public health has
been dominated by the University of South Florida, which has recently lost
market share to approximately a half dozen smaller programs across the
state. The overall size of the state’s public health bachelor’s degree
contingent has remained stable from 2014 to 2018.

REGIONAL BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
Comparison of Southeast regional completions and relevant labor market to all
completions and all occupations in the region.

Emerging Program

High Growth Program

23.3%, 40.1%

11.1%
Regional
Average, All
Occupations

Low Growth Program

Established Program

1.2%
Regional Average, All Bachelor’s Programs

Annualized Degree Completions Growth Rate, 2014-2018

Average annual percent growth in bachelor’s-level
public health conferrals nationwide from 20142018. The average rate of growth for all bachelor’s
degrees was just 1.5 percent.
Projected increase in national
occupational
employment in fields closely aligned with a
bachelor’s in public health. Then workforce as a
whole is expected to grow by 5.2 percent.
Of the four major Florida bachelor’s-level public
health programs that conferred degrees in 2018,
three are CEPH-accredited.

ANALYSIS

SOUTHEAST DEGREE COMPLETIONS
Regional distribution of degree completions from 2014 to 2018
3,000

68

2,500
2,000

27
253

14
252

1,500
1,000
500

969

976

Student demand for undergraduate degrees in public health is strong
regionally and nationally.

102

81

339

361

1,315

1,225

345
1,141

648

792

875

1,040

1,157

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

0
International Public Health/International Health
Public Health, Other
Public Health Education and Promotion
Public Health, General

TOTAL DEGREE COMPLETIONS
Aggregate degree completions by geographic level (2018)
Florida

Southeast

National

362

1,157

6,839

Public Health Education and Promotion

0

1,225

3,058

Public Health, Other

0

361

1,453

International Public Health/International Health

0

81

362

362

2,824

11,712

Growth Rate, Observed Fields

-0.8%

10.6%

14.7%

Growth Rate, All Fields

2.0%

1.7%

1.5%

Public Health, General

Total Completions, Observed Fields

Source: IPEDS
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BPH-related programs grew at an annualized rate of 10.6 percent
regionally and 14.7 percent nationally between 2014 and 2018, compared
to average rates of 1.7 percent and 1.5 percent, respectively. Furthermore,
the number of BPH-related programs in the Southeast increased from 43
in 2014 to 77 in 2018.

Conferrals in Florida have declined slightly, but that is largely driven by
changes to the University of South Florida (USF) BPH program.
USF accounted for around 81 percent (294 of 362) of statewide BPH
conferrals in 2018. However, it represented an even larger share of
statewide conferrals in 2014, when 93.8 percent (351 of 374) of all BPH
degrees in Florida were conferred at USF. So while USF’s conferrals
decreased between 2014-2018, new programs emerged across Florida.
Notable new offerings include the University of Tampa’s program, which
saw an annualized growth rate of 9.4 percent, and the University of Florida
which conferred 24 degrees in its first year. There may be more of a
market for bachelor’s degrees in public health in Florida than the -0.8
percent annualized growth rate suggests.
In the last 20 years, prominent organizations have called for an increase
in public health education for undergraduates.
In 2003, the National Academy of Medicine (NAM) recommended that “all
undergraduates should have access to education in public health.” In
response, a Consensus Conference on Undergraduate Public Health
Education met in 2006 to create a roadmap for undergraduate public
health education. These events prompted more coordinated efforts to
standardize bachelor’s degree programs in public health, leading to the
Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH) issuing baccalaureate
accreditation in 2013.

MAJOR SOUTHEAST GENERAL PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS
Map displays all IPEDS Southeast Region programs reporting more than 15 BPH conferrals in 2018. Bubble size corresponds to 2018 conferrals, which are
shown in each institution’s label. Darker shades of blue indicate stronger growth from 2014 to 2018, while red shades indicate declining conferrals.

ANALYSIS
While University of South Florida is
the largest program in the southeast,
with 294 conferrals in 2018, Florida
BPH programs are underdeveloped
compared to the region at large. The
two
other
Florida
programs
conferred 33 and 24 bachelor’s
degrees in public health in 2018.
States with significantly smaller
populations,
including
North
Carolina and South Carolina,
support annual BPH cohorts similar
to Florida’s totals for this degree.
Moreover, as indicated by the
predominance of blue shades on the
map, most public health bachelor’s
programs have seen stable to
growing conferrals in recent years.

Source: IPEDS, Map created using Tableau
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Data from the Association of Schools
& Programs of Public Health also
show a dearth of general undergraduate programs in Florida. They
list only the three institutions shown
on the map as Florida providers of
general public health bachelor’s
degrees. UF Online offers a growing
Community Health Promotion major
that is likely to compete with
generalist programs, though it is
listed under the Community Health
and Preventative Medicine CIP code.

FLORIDA CURRENT & PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT
State BPH-related positions as of 2016 and 2026 (projected)

18,000

Graduates of bachelor’s in public health programs should expect a
favorable job market.

16,220

16,000
14,000

12,910

Public health-related occupations available to bachelor’s degree holders
are projected to grow faster than average across geographic levels.
Community Health Workers in particular are projected to see strong growth
in Florida, as relevant positions are projected to grow at a rate of 28.0
percent from 2016 to 2026.

12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000

3,360

4,000

4,070
2,360

3,020

Public health workers see higher job satisfaction and earn higher wages
in the private sector, likely leading to shortages in the public sector.

2,000
0
Medical and Health
Services Managers

Health Educators
2016

Community Health
Workers

2026

TOTAL LABOR MARKET
Aggregate projected employment growth by geographic level
Florida

Southeast

National

Estimated Employment (2016)

18,630

94,140

529,900

Projected Employment (2026)

23,310

114,080

615,500

Total Annual Openings, Observed Occupations

2,350

11,010

58,400

Employment Growth, Observed Occupations

25.1%

21.2%

16.2%

Employment Growth, All Occupations

15.7%

11.1%

5.2%

Source: Projections Central
Note: Due to data update schedules, national data refer to the period 2018 to 2028.
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ANALYSIS

The 2017 Public Health Workforce Interests and Needs Survey (PH
WINS), launched by the de Beaumont Foundation, found that a “large
proportion of workers are considering leaving their jobs” with public health
agencies due to “dissatisfaction with pay, lack of opportunity for
advancement, and [poor] workplace environment.” The de Beaumont
Foundation also notes a reluctance among younger public health graduates
to work for governmental agencies for the same reasons, causing an
impending shortage of public sector workers.
Individuals usually need an MPH to become an epidemiologist, whereas
other career options are available to both BPH and MPH degree holders.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), epidemiologists need at
least a master’s degree, most frequently in public health with a
concentration in epidemiology. Some epidemiologists, particularly those
who work in a clinical capacity, hold a doctoral degree. With these
requirements in mind, Hanover has excluded epidemiologists from this
analysis. However, graduates could pursue that career with additional
education beyond the bachelor’s degree.

TOP PUBLIC HEALTH-RELATED OCCUPATIONS
State public health-related positions by job title.

ANALYSIS
Florida job postings for public health-related fields are overwhelmingly
concentrated in the medical and health services manager field.

14,544

Medical and Health Services Manager

155

Health Educators

50

Community Health Workers

0

In cases where ads specify a degree requirement, the most commonly
sought credential is the bachelor’s degree and the largest employers by job
postings volume are health care providers. As indicated by the “Top
Certifications” analysis, many ads seek Registered Nurses with additional
training in public health.

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
4,000

8,000

12,000

16,000

6.6%

3.5%
21.7%

Associate's Degree

TOP CREDENTIALS AND SKILLS
Top Skills
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Health/Wellness
Long-Term Care
Spanish
Teaching/Training, Job
Presentation
Computer Programming/Coding
Managed Care
Medical Terminology

▪
▪
▪
▪

Registered Nurse (RN)
Certification in Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR)
Basic Life Support (BLS)
Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN)
Advanced Cardiac Life Support
Certification (ACLS)
Project Management Professional
(PMP)

Note: For this analysis, Hanover retrieved job postings data for public health-related positions
in Florida from JobsEQ, a proprietary database providing real-time job postings aggregated
from thousands of websites. All data reflect the 180-day period as of July 2020.
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Bachelor's Degree

Top Certifications
▪
▪

High School Diploma or Equivalent

9.5%
58.6%

Master's Degree
Doctoral or Professional Degree

Note: 4,633 listings did not specify educational attainment requirements.

TOP FLORIDA EMPLOYERS
▪

HCA

▪

Consulate Healthcare

▪

Humana

▪

Adventist Health
System

▪

WellCare

▪

Baycare

▪

Baptist Health
System

▪

UnitedHealth Group

▪

Cleveland Clinic

FLORIDA MARKET SATURATION

NEW COMPETITOR PROGRAMS

Within the state, do competitive conditions support an additional BPH program?

University of South Florida’s program has seen declining enrollment as
newer programs expand and gain market share.
The table below tracks general public health conferrals among Florida
institutions as well as conferrals in the growing, public health-aligned field
of Community Health and Preventative Medicine.
This expanding field is “designed for students with a primary interest in
community health education or worksite health promotion.” Florida Gulf
Coast University has terminated its Community Health BS and introduced a
Bachelor of Science in Public Health which graduated its first cohort in 2019.

-0.8%, 31.6%

40%

Programs Offered Growth
Rate

As shown in the chart to the right, the number of Florida institutions
reporting bachelor’s conferrals in public health has grown rapidly in recent
years, while conferrals have remained stable.

20%

Competitive conditions may
cause an oversupply of existing
programs

Competitive conditions support a
new degree program

Competitive conditions are
unsuitable to support a new
program

Student demand exists, but may
be satisfied by existing programs

0%

-20%

-40%
-40%

-20%

0%

20%

40%

Degree Completions Growth Rate

PUBLIC HEALTH AND PUBLIC HEALTH-ADJACENT PROGRAMS IN FLORIDA
CIP Code/Institution
Public Health, General
South University-Tampa

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Average Annual
Percent Change

Average Annual
Numeric Change

374

385

350

349

362

-0.8%

-3

--

--

--

0

1

--

---

South University-West Palm Beach

--

--

--

0

4

--

The University of Tampa

23

31

27

23

33

9.4%

3

University of Florida

--

--

--

--

24

--

--

University of Miami

--

1

4

3

6

--

--

University of South Florida-Main Campus

351

353

319

323

294

-4.3%

-14

Community Health and Preventive Medicine

36

141

212

205

253

283

19.0%

Florida Gulf Coast University

36

48

67

48

73

19.3%

9

Rasmussen College-Florida

--

--

--

13

32

--

--

105

148

99

152

141

7.6%

9

University of Florida
University of Florida-Online
Grand Total
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0

16

39

40

37

N/A

9

515

597

555

602

645

5.8%

33

CREDIT REQUIREMENTS

51

Benchmarked BPH programs require students to complete an
average of 51 in-major credits to earn the degree. The BS at
College of Charleston requires the most in-major credits at 68,
whereas the University of Miami requires only 33 in-major
credits.

ESTIMATED FOUR-YEAR TUITION
Estimated four-year tuition ranges from $12,608 at the University of South
Florida to $220,800 at Emory University. The rates below reflect resident
tuition rates for the College of Charleston, the University of Florida, and the
University of South Florida. They do not include financial aid.
$220,800

Emory

$208,320

Miami

CURRICULUM

$175,680

Agnes Scott

$159,808

Meredith

Benchmarked programs typically require students to complete a
University or College general education course sequence, math
and science courses, public health-specific courses, courses in
sociology, and several electives.

$130,360

Barton

Average

$116,981

Tampa

$115,208
$58,400

Benedict

SPECIALIZATIONS
Only two benchmarked institutions, the University of South
Florida (USF) and Meredith College, offer students
specialization options in their BPH curricula. USF students can
choose to specialize in Environmental and Occupational Health,
Global Health, Health Education, Infection Control, or Nutrition.
Meredith students can choose from concentrations in Biological
Sciences, Social and Behavioral Sciences, and Policy and Ethics.

PATHWAY PROGRAMS
Three benchmarked institutions, all in Florida, offer pathway
programs between their bachelor’s degree and a master’s in
public health. These pathways are all structured as “4+1”
programs, allowing students to complete both degrees in five
years.
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$50,072

College of Charleston*
South Florida*

$25,640

Florida*

$25,520
$0

$50,000

$100,000

$150,000

$200,000

DELIVERY FORMAT
Only the University of South Florida
allows students to complete their BPH
online; all programs offer on-campus
delivery

Three of the four Florida bachelor’s
programs are accredited by the Council on
Education for Public Health (CEPH)

$250,000

SAMPLE COURSEWORK

INTERNSHIPS AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

The following represents required in-major courses for the Bachelor’s
of Public Health program at the University of Tampa and the College of
Charleston.

The following are notable examples of experiential learning opportunities
offered by benchmarked competitors.

University of Tampa
FOUNDATIONAL COURSES
Introduction to Public Health
Global Disparities in Environmental Health
Qualitative Research Methods
Biostatistics
Research Methods in Health Education/Promotion
Principles of Epidemiology in Exercise/Public Health
Health Education Theory and Strategies
Program Planning & Evaluation in Health Promotion and
Education
Public Health Management and Leadership
Internship in Public Health

USF Health Scholars
Program
Provides opportunities for
conference attendance and
leadership development.

University of Tampa
Required Internship
At least six credits of
internship must be completed
as volunteer work at local
public health agencies.

Agnes Schott College
The Bevier Summer Public
Health Internship Program
funds student internships at
the Center for Disease Control
and leading organizations.

Benedict College
All students complete 120
hours of service learning and
conduct either a research
project or program evaluation
capstone project.

College of Charleston
All students must complete
either an internship or an
independent study.

Emory University
Students have the opportunity
to complete a study abroad
program in Paris.

REQUIRED CORE CREDITS
70

College of Charleston (B.A.)

60
50
40

REQUIRED COURSES

30

Introduction to Cell and Molecular Biology (+ lab)
Evolution, Form, and Function of Organisms (+ lab)
Human Anatomy and Physiology I/II
Health Communications
Introduction to Public Health
Global Health
Epidemiology
(Math requirement)
(Research Methods requirement)
Internship or Independent Study

20

33

41

44

47

50

52

10
0

Major Semester Credits
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54

57

57

60

Benchmarked programs are offered by institutions located in Florida.

Institution

Program

Concentrations

Major Credits

University of Florida
Gainesville, FL

Bachelor of Public
Health

--

60

University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL

Bachelor of Science
in Public Health

--

33

University of South
Florida
Tampa, FL

• Environmental and
Occupational Health
Bachelor of Science • Global Health
in Public Health
• Health Education
• Infection Control
• Nutrition

University of Tampa Bachelor of Science
Tampa, FL
in Public Health

--

Source: Institutional websites (see embedded hyperlinks)
*Semester full-time rate ($14,401) multiplied by eight semesters
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54

44

Accelerated Tracks?

Estimated
Four-Year Tuition

Notable Features

• The program is designed as a pre-professional
major, so students are generally already planning
to pursue a graduate degree
$25,520 (resident) • UF does not offer formal concentrations, but
Bachelor’s to MPH
$114,632
students must complete between six-nine hours of
Combined Degree (4+1)
(nonresident)
“specialty electives”
• Program is offered by the UF College of Public
Health & Health Professions
• CEPH accredited
• One of just 12 standalone public health
baccalaureate programs in the United States and
the only one currently in Florida
BSPH to MPH 4+1
• There are no formal concentrations, but students
$208,320
Program
focus around core areas of epidemiology,
environmental health, social and behavioral health,
global health, and health policy
• CEPH accredited
• Public health majors can apply to the elite “Health
Scholars” program that allows students to
$25,640 (resident)
complete leadership opportunities, attend public
Fast Track MPH/MSPH
$69,296
health conferences, and conduct research
for USF Honors Students
(nonresident)
• Students can complete this degree in person or
online
• CEPH accredited

--

$115,208*

• Students complete a minimum of six credits of
internship field placements
• Students in the program complete community
service hours by volunteering with public health
agencies in the community; examples include
conducting respiratory and other health screenings
at community health fairs

Benchmarked programs are offered by liberal arts colleges and other smaller institutions located in the Southeast region.

Institution

Program

Agnes Scott College
Decatur, GA

Major in Public
Health

Barton College
Wilson, NC

Bachelor of Science
in Health
Promotion

Benedict College
Columbia, SC

Major in Public
Health

Concentrations

--

52

57-61

--

Source: Institutional websites (see embedded hyperlinks)
*Calculated by multiplying semester rate ($7,300) by eight semesters
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Major Credits

57

Accelerated Tracks?

--

--

--

Four-Year Tuition

Notable Features

$175,680

• Agnes Scott provides students many opportunities
to complete internships, including at the Bevier
Summer Public Health Internship Program which
places students in intern positions at organizations
such as the CDC or the Georgia Department of
Public Health
• Students work with a public health adviser to plan a
personalized course of study

$130,360

• Barton notes that the major “prepares students
interested in graduate and/or professional school
to be competitive candidates for several healthrelated programs,” but does not advertise a formal
pathway program

$58,400*

• Special attention is given to public health issues
that pertain to the African American population
• Every student is required to complete at least 120
hours of service learning
• All students are required to present a Senior
Research and/or a Program Evaluation Paper prior
to graduation

Benchmarked programs are offered by liberal arts colleges and other smaller institutions located in the Southeast region.

Institution

Program

Concentrations

College of Charleston
Charleston, SC

BA/BS in Public
Health

Emory University
Atlanta, GA

Major in Human
Health

--

Major in Public
Health

• Biological Sciences
• Social and Behavioral
Sciences
• Policy and Ethics

Meredith College

--

Source: Institutional websites (see embedded hyperlinks)
*Calculated by multiplying semester rate ($7,300) by eight semesters
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Major Credits

47 (B.A.)
68 (B.S.)

41

50

Accelerated Tracks?

Four-Year Tuition

Notable Features

--

• All students must complete either an internship or
$50,072 (resident)
an independent study
$131,392
• There are no formal concentrations but students
(nonresident)
must take courses under the umbrellas of health
policy, environmental health, and ethics

--

$220,800

• Students have the opportunity to participate in an
Emory-sponsored study abroad program in Paris
• One of the top 10 most popular majors at Emory
• Students must complete a senior project
• CEPH accredited

$159,808

• Though students select an area of specialization,
they are required to take courses from all three
broad areas
• Meredith emphasizes job placement and notes
relevant career paths for each concentration area
in the degree.

Kyle A. Long, PhD

Content Director, Higher Education

E: klong@hanoverresearch.com

P: 2020-793-8705
hanoverresearch.com
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Revision

I. Purpose/Introduction/Rationale
Rollins College is committed to supporting the wellbeing of its students, staff, and faculty. The College plans to continue
the fully in-person academic year in Spring 2022, and aims to accommodate students who are isolated or quarantined
due to COVID-19 exposure or infection, in order to minimize the potential spread of COVID-19 among the College’s
students, faculty, and staff. This policy pertains to all students in the College of Liberal Arts (CLA) and the Hamilton Holt
School (Holt)

II. Definitions
Spring semester 2022 will continue to employ a temporary modification of attendance policies tied to course grades
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

III. Procedure or Application
CLA and Holt.
• Students who must miss in person class sessions due to COVID-19 isolation or quarantine orders will not
have their course grade negatively affected by their absence from class.
• Students remain responsible for all assigned work in the course or instructor-approved alternatives.
• Instructors will be notified of a student’s need to miss class due to isolation and/or quarantine by the
COVID Operations Team.
• Students who receive notification of a COVID-19 diagnosis or need to isolate/quarantine from an offcampus source must contact the Wellness Center to have instructors notified of a need for
accommodation.
• Instructors will work with students to make up course material missed through the absences. The means of
accommodation will be determined by the instructor.
• Instructors shall not request medical information to verify student isolation/quarantine as this can be a
violation of HIPPA privacy laws.
• The Academic Honor Code will bind students to be truthful in reporting COVID exposure and diagnosis. Lying to
a faculty or staff member is considered a violation of the Academic Honor Code.
• Students who miss class for reasons other than isolation/quarantine will be held to the terms of the instructor's
attendance and participation policy as stated in the course syllabus.
• Excessive absences from class due to isolation/quarantine or other reasons can result in the student being
unable to meet all of the learning objectives for a course. In such cases, students will consult with the Office of
Student and Family Care to explore options such as a medical leave, incomplete course contract, or withdrawal
from the course.
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IV. Effective Date
This policy is effective XXXXX XX, 2021, and supersedes all previously issued versions.

VII. Rationale for Revision
N/A
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The following courses are approved to count toward an rFLA divisional requirement. Courses
taken from this list will count toward one 200-level rFLA course. Students may only use this
divisional substitution once.
Students who entered Rollins before Fall 2018 may opt in to the current general education
requirements and need to complete a “Request to Move to rFLA 2.0” form. Students should
note that by moving to rFLA 2.0, you will also be required to complete ECMP competency.
Students who entered Rollins Fall 2018 or after and would like to substitute a course from this
list toward an rFLA 200 course, please complete a “Request for rFLA Divisional Substitution”
form.
Arts Division (rFLA-A)
ARH 110 Intro to Art History: Ancient-Medieval
ARH 120 Intro to Art History: Renaissance-Modern
ARH 140 Intro to Global Art
ART 110 2-D Foundations
ART 120 3-D Foundations
DAN 203 Dance History
THE 228 History of Musical Theatre
*formerly THE 336
THE 336 Theatre for Social Change
MUS 361 Music History: Ancient through Baroque
MUS 362 Music History: Classic through Modern
MUS 370 Oratorio Repertoire
MUS 380 Literature of the Instrument

Social Sciences Division (rFLA-C)
ANT 150 Cultures of the World
BUS 233 Macro and Micro Economics
COM 220 Interpersonal Communication
COM 240 Intercultural Communication
ECO 202 Economics in Historical Perspective
EDU 271 School and Society
EDU 280 Diversity in American Education
HIS 120 Decade of Decision
HIS 125 or 130 History of a City
POL 100 Introduction to Comparative Politics
POL 130 Introduction to International Politics
SE 220 Global Development
SOC 201 The Sociological Perspective

Humanities Division (rFLA-H)
MENA 201 Islamophobia
GMN 352 Looking Back at the Third Reich
CMC 100 Intro to Media &Cultural Studies w/ lab
ENG 245 Selected Studies in Popular Culture
ENG 234 Selected Studies in Literary Themes
REL 218 Christianity: Thought and Practice
REL 217 Jewish Life and Thought
PHI 230 Greek Philosophy
PHI 231 History of Modern Philosophy

Sciences Division (rFLA-S)
BIO 120 General Biology I
BIO 121 General Biology II
CHM 120 Chemistry I
CHM 121/131 Chemistry II/Advanced
Chemistry II
CMS 120 Introduction to Computer Science*
ENV 130 The Geosphere
ENV 225 Biosphere
PHY 130 Principles of Physics I
PSY 255 Statistics and Research Methods II
*Note: CMS 167 is not an approved course.

